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Rt PROBE AND EXPERIMENTAL TIMELINE
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratoty

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Observation Audit Report OAR-05-05 (App. 1)
expressed a concern that Lawrence Livermorc National Laboratory "conducted
experiments at temperatures where the vendor had not certified the relative humidity
probes nor calibrated them before use."

This timeline describes how Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory used calibrated
probes within the manufactuier's specification, collected additional data to substantiate
the manufacturer's specification, initiated corrective actions when questions rearding
calibrations arose, and documented data submitted to the Technical Data Management
System to ensure its proper u se for the Yucca Mountain Safety Case. Figure 1
graphically summarizes the events described below.

In 1998, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory purchased calibrated Vaisala

HMP243 temperature/humidity probes (RH probes) because the manufacturer's
specification indicated that the probes could be used over the temperature range of
anticipated experiments. At the time of the procurement, Vaisala was on the Qualified
Supplier List for RH probe calibration. Vaisala used a National Institute of Standards and
Technology traceable, 2-point relative humidity calibration at room temperature.
According to Vaisala's specifications and guidance, with annual calibration, the probes
could be used to I 80"C within a tolerance of 0.025 x %RH + 0.5% RH (App. 2). The
1998 Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory procurement documents clearly specify
LLNL sensor calibration requirements (App. 3). Also included in Appendix 3 are sample
Vaisala calibration reports.

A March 2002 Bechtel SAIC Supplier Audit confirmed Vaisala's effective
implementation of quality requirements in previous Yucca Mountain Site
Characterization work, but the audit removed Vaisala from the Qualified Supplier List for
future work because of a recent (February 2002) revision to its quality assurance program
(App. 4). As a result, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory investigated other
vendors to calibrate the Vaisala probes.

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory decided to improve upon the Vaisala 2-point
calibration at room tempcrature with a 9-point calibration (3 RII values at 3 T values) to
establish confidence in temperature trends for RI measurements. This improvement
evolved after National InstittIte of Standards and Technology and Thunder Scientific
personnel speculated to Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory personnel that RH
measurement uncertainty ma•, be larger at higlh" temperatures than specified by Vaisala.
Thunder Scientific was added to the Qualified Supplier List on December 19, 2002 for
calibration of RI-I probes using a National Institute of Standards and Technology
traceable 9-point calibration from 25 to 60"C a'nd 15% to 85% RH. The 9-point
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Figure 1. Timeline for use of humidity probes at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory



calibration was limited to 60"C because it is the upper limit of Thunder Scientific's
calibration system. These calibrated probes were then used in 2003 experiments at
temperatures greater than 60"C following Vaisala's specification and guidance that its
probes calibrated at low temperature accurately measure RH within a specified tolerance
to 180"C. Good agreement between previously reported vapor pressure measurements
and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory's observed brine formation of two salts
systems supported the manufacturer's calibration procedure.

Review of a Thunder Scientific calibration certificate for a Vaisala probe in November
2003 again stimulated discussions on the technical justification and documentation of
using low temperature calibration techniques to measure RH at higher temperature
(>60'C). At Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory's request, Vaisala provided a
November 20, 2003 report that supported its specifications and guidance that Vaisala
probes, calibrated at low temperature, could be used to 180'C (see Fig. 2 & App. 5).
Vaisala denied Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory's requests for additional
information indicating that it did not want to get into too much detail about its proprietary
R&D systems. In the absence of additional information to verify the Vaisala
specifications and guidance and in light of National Institute of Standards and
Technology and Thunder Scientific personnel's concerns, Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory initiated CR 2247 on February 19, 2004 (App. 6). Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory recommended two actions in CR 2247: (1) For Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory to write a report on the performance of RII probes at higher
temperature based on some simple equilibrium'salt tests conducted from March to July
2004 (App. 7), and (2) for Bechtel SAIC Company management to review the report and
to provide guidance on RH probe calibration at higher temperature. We concluded from
analysis of the simple equilibrium salt tests described in CR 2247.001 that RH probes
calibrated to 60"C were accurate to ±1.6% RH units from 90 to 120"C. Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory considered all values above 120*C to be conditional
because Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory could not confirm the accuracy of RH
measurements above 120"C. In CR 2247.001, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
proposed two corrective actions because the then current Q-vendor could not calibrate
relative humidity probes above 60"C:

1. "Fabricate a 2-pressure system that allows relative humidity probes to be
calibrated at higher temperatures by the Q-vendor. This will require a trend for
FY04 or be part of FY05 scope of work.1

2. Extend calibration checks to elevated temperature by conducting vapor pressure
experiments on mixed salt experimentsI that will be stable at higher temperatures.
This will require a trendfor FY04 or be part of FY05 scope of work."

In response, Bechtel SAIC Company management direction was to continue calibration
of RH probes at low temperature for use in high temperature experiments provided that
the limits identified in CR 2247.001 were reported as caveats in relevant DTN read me
files. This direction was conveyed in an email to Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory on August 26, 2004 and entered as CR 2247.002 (App. 8 & 9):

J A trend consists of incremental funding supplied for an additional scope of work.
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"For the present, based on the concusions of the attaclJed revision, BSC will use
the uncertainty associated with the relative humidity measurements to be +/- 1.6
RH (one standard deviation)for measurements up to 120C. Above this
temperature, the RH measurements are conditional and can not be used for
quantitative model development."

Bechtel SAIC Company QA and management verified corrective actions and approved
closure of CR 2247 on December 1, 2004.

Valsala 2003 Technical Notice Report
Tokarance s 0.025 x %RH+0.5%RH

34

Cr

100 110 120 130 140 150 1ICO 170 180

Temperature in C

Figure 2. Verification of the accuracy of RH measurements made at high
temperature when Vaisala temperature/humidity probes are calibrated at room
temperature and 2 RH values. Measured values (symbols) are well within
calculated tolerance (lines) (see App. 2 & 5).

From August through September 2004, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
conducted a series of deliquescence experiments using resistivity techniques to show that
brines form from 120' to 180"C. Following programmatic direction established in
CR2247 (App. 6-8), RH values above 120C were described as conditional in these
experiments because Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory could not confirm the
accuracy of RH measurements based on Thunder Scientific's low temperature calibration
at that time. The effectiveness of the caveats is' illustrated by the appropriate use of data
in the Analysis of Dust Deliquescence for FEP Screening (ANL-EBS-MD-00074 Rev 00;
p. 6-5, Figure 6. 1-1), which noted that "short-term resistivity experiments suggest that
NaCI-KNO3 -NaNO3 brine can form" and that "RH was not calibrated' at 180"C (it was
calibrated at lower temperature by a vendor on'the Qualified Supplier List).

From October to December 2004, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory developed a
National Institute of Standards and Technolog6' traceable, bi-thermal method for
calibrating relative humidity probes from 115" to 180"C. This method used the same
principles as Thunder Scientific's calibration system - but at one pressure (App. 10).
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By December 2004, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory was confident in its ability
to calibrate RH. The Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory results independently
supported Vaisala's calibration process that relative humidity calibrations made at low
temperature can be used to measure RH at higher temperatures (Figure 3). However,
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory found that additional correction is required
because probe response drifts over time when used at these conditions. Probe drift
ranged from -4 to I %RH units at ! 15"C and -2 to 0 %RH units at 180"C. Once
measured RH values are corrected against the standard, values were accurate to ± 1 %RH
unit (one standard deviation). From December 29, 2004 to September 30, 2005, both pre-
and post-calibrations were made on RH probes used to collect quantitative data for all
deliquescence and corrosion testing at elevated temperature. These calibrations were
documented in the scientific notebook LLNL-SCI-487-V3. The use of probes below
1 1SC required 9-point calibration by Thunder Scientific and the application of tolerance
established in CR 2247. The combined bi-thernmal and low-temperature 9-point
calibration methods yield quantitative RH measurements from 25 to 180"C. On
December 16, 2005, a technical implementation procedure was approved for routine use
of the bi-thermal calibration method (App. 11).
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On April 18, 2005, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory initiated a second CR
(5430, Level C) to determine the impact of RH probes found to be out of calibration at
low temperature (using Vaisala's calibration process) on data collected at high
temperature. This CR was resolved by documnenting that all probes were within the
tolerance established to 120"C (CR 2247), that RH values made with probes above 120'C
prior to the development of the bi-thermal calibration method were conditional, and that
RH values made with probes after the development of the bi-thermal calibrated method
were based on pre- and post-experiment calibrations made with the bi-thermal method.
The Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory - Yucca Mountain Project Management
and the Bechtel SAIC Company - Corrective Action Program Management Review
Team approved CR 5430 for closure on Januar 4, 2006.

At the time of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission Observation, in-process scientific
notebook LLNL-SCI-484-VI did not reference the bi-thermal calibration notebook
LLNL-SCI-487-V3. Because of this, the calibration history of the probe may not have
been clear to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission audit observers although the probe had
been calibrated with the bi-thermal process from' 115 to 180'C and that calibration was
documented in scientific notebook LLNL-SCI-487-V3. All RH probes documented in
closed scientific notebook LLNL-SC1-474-V2 were calibrated with a low temperature 9-
point calibration by Thunder Scientific prior to their use in experiments. Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory is currently reviewing the calibration and use of all RH
probes dating back to 1998.

In summary, given all data to date, Vaisala specifications and guidance in 1998 that
probes calibrated at low temperatures enabled accurate Rif measurements to 180"C was
essentially correct. Based on subsequent Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
studies, there should be a minor correction at high temperature for probe drift.
Additionally, in FY05, probes were calibrated from 115 to 180°C with a bi-thermal
method developed at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
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Appendix. 1: Nuclear Regulatory Commission cover letter and
Observation Audit Report OAR-05-05.



January 9, 2006

Mr. Mark H. Williams, Director
Office of License Application and Strategy
Office of Repository Development
U. S. Department of Energy
1551 Hillshire Drive
Las Vegas, NV 89134-6321

SUBJECT: U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION OBSERVATION AUDIT
REPORT NO. OAR-05-05, OBSERVATION AUDIT OF BECHTEL SAIC
COMPANY, LLC INTERNAL AUDIT BQAP-BSC-05-07

Dear Mr. Williams:

Enclosed is the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Observation Audit Report
(OAR-05-05) of the Bechtel SAIC Company, LLC (BSC), internal performance-based audit
BQAP-BSC-05-07, conducted on August 15 - 31, 2005, at the U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE) facilities in Las Vegas, Nevada, and at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories
(LLNL) In Livermore, California.

The BSC audit team assessed the effectiveness and implementation of the quality assurance
program requirements applicable to scientific investigations supporting the waste package and
drip shield degradation models. At the conclusion of the audit, the BSC audit team presented
its findings at an exit briefing with DOE and BSC management and Issued an audit report,
dated October 7, 2005. Based on the results of its evaluations, the BSC audit team identified
several condition adverse to quality, including problems with the documentation, traceability and
reproducibility of the Thermal-Hydrological-Chemical (THC) Seepage Model. With the
exception of the THC Seepage Model, the BSC audit team's conclusion was that the overall
performance of audited activities was satisfactory. In addition, the BSC audit team found that
LLNL satisfactorily and effectively Implemented the examined sections of the DOE Quality
Assurance Requirements and Description (QARD) document, Revision 16.

NRC conducted an audit observation of BSC's audit in accordance with NRC Manual
Chapter 2410, "Conduct of Observation Audits." The NRC team observed the BSC audit team
members performing the audit, reviewed the same documentation as the BSC audit team, and
attended various Interviews conducted by the BSC audit team. Regarding the acceptability of
the models, NRC found a number of issues that are identified as either audit observation
Inquiries or weaknesses, in this report, that we believe the BSC audit team should have
considered, as part of deciding that the models were adequate. in addition, contrary to the
findings of the BSC audit team, the NRC observers concluded that LLNL did not effectively
implement the control of maintenance and test equipment and corrective action requirements of
DOE's QARD, related to the experiments conducted to study the effects of deliquescence on
the corrosion rates of the waste package. Specifically, LLNL corrosion experiments were
conducted at temperature ranges where the vendor had not certified the relative humidity
probes nor calibrated them before use. Although these deficiencies were identified In Condition
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Reports, LLNL continued to use the subject relative humidity probes in corrosion experiments, a
condition which apparently rendered the data obtained from the experiments unusable. NRC
brought this matter to the attention of the BSC audit team; however, it did not document the
condition of Its audit reports or effectively reflect It In its assessment of LLNL's compliance with
the QARD requirements. As a result of these issues, NRC has concluded that the 8SC audit
was not effective in identifying, documenting, and alerting BSC and DOE management to the
significance of the issues, at LLNL, which were in non-compliance with the QARD
requirements. Items the NRC observers identified as involving non-compliance with the QARD
are documented as deficiencies in this report.

A written response to this letter and the enclosed report is not required; however, a response Is
requested to the open Audit Observer Inquiries Identified In Section 5.2 of the enclosed report.
The staff will continue to Interface with DOE and follow the action that you take to address the
Issues identified during this audit. If you have any questions, please contact Thomas Matula at
301-415-6700.

Sincerely,

IRA/

Elmo E. Collins, Deputy Director
Licensing and Inspection Directorate
Division of High-Level Waste Repository Safety
Office of Nuclear Material Safety

and Safeguards

Enclosure: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission Observation
Audit Report OAR-05-05,
"Observation Audit of Bechtel
SAID Company, LLC, Audit of
Scientific Investigation,
Waste Package, and Drip
Shield Degradation,"
BAD.-BSC-05-07

cc: See Attached List



Letter To: M. Williams From: E. Collins dated: Ja 9.ry. 2006
cc:

A. Kalt, Churchill County, NV

R. Massey, Churchill/Lander County, NV

I. Navis, Clark County, NV

E. von Tiesenhausen, Clark County, NV

G. McCorkell, Esmeralda County, NV

R. Damele, Eureka County, NV

L. Marshall, Eureka County, NV

A. Johnson, Eureka County, NV

L. Klusmire, Inyo County, CA

M. Yarbro, Lander County, NV

J. Donnell, DOE/ORD

M. Baughman, Lincoln County, NV

L. Mathias, Mineral County, NV

D. Swanson, Nye County, NV

M. Henderson, Cong. J. Gibbon's Office

D. Hammermeister, Nye County, NV

M. Simon, White Pine County, NV

J. Ray, NV Congressional Delegation

D. Cornwall, NV Congressional Delegation

T. Story, NV Congressional Delegation

R. Herbert, NV Congressional Delegation

M. Murphy, Nye County, NV

R. Lambe, NV Congressional Delegation

K. Kirkeby, NV Congressional Delegation

R. Loux, State of NV

S. Frishman, State of NV

S. Lynch, State of NV

P. Guinan, Legislative Counsel Bureau

R. Clark, EPA

R. Anderson, NEI

A. Elzeftawy, Las Vegas Palute Tribe

J. Treichel, Nuclear Waste Task Force

W. Briggs, Ross, Dixon & Bell

R. Murray, DOE/ORD

G. Runkle, DOE/Washington, D.C.

C. Elnberg, DOE/Washington, D.C.

S. Gomberg, DOE/Washington, D.C.

W. J. Arthur, Ill, DOE/ORD

R. Dyer, DOE/ORD

J. Espinoza, GAO

A. Gil, DOEIORD

W. Boyle, DOE/ORD

D. Brown, DOE/OCRWM

S.A. Wade,, DOE/ORD

C Hanlon, DOE/ORD

T. Gunter, DOE/ORD

A. Benson, DOE/ORD

N. Hunemuller, DOE/ORD

P. Harrington, OPM&E

M. Mason, BSC

S. Cereghino, BSC

B. Gattoni, Burns & Roe

E. Mueller, BSC

T. Feigenbaum, BSC

D. Beckman, BSC/B&A

L. Rasura, Lincoln County, NV

J. Kennedy, Timbisha Shoshone Tribe

B. Durham, Timbisha: Shoshone Tribe

R. Arnold, Pahrump Paiute Tribe

J. Birchim, Yomba Shoshone Tribe



cc: (Continued)

R. McCullum, NEI

S. Kraft, NEI

J. Kessler, EPRI

D. Duncan, USGS

R. Craig, USGS

W. Booth, Engineering Svcs, LTD

C. Marden, BNFL Inc.

A. Robinson, Robinson-Seidler

P. Thompson, Duckwater Shoshone Tribe

T. Kingham, GAO

D. Feehan, GAO

E. Hiruo, Plaits Nuclear Publications

G. Hernandez, Las Vegas Palute Tribe

K. Finfrock, NV Congressional Delegation

P. Johnson, Citizen Alert

M. Williams, DOEIORD

J. Williams, DOE/Washington, DC

J. Bacoch, Big Pine Palute Tribe of the
Owens Valley

M. Plaster, City of Las Vegas

D. Wilson, Sen. Reid's Office

L. Lehman, T-REG, Inc.

W. Barnard, NWTRB

M. Urie, DOE

J. Saldarini, BSC

B. Sagar, CNWRA

R. Holden, NCAI

C. Meyers, Moapa Palute Indian Tribe

R. Wilder, Fort Independence Indian Tribe

D. Vega, Bishop Paiute Indian Tribe

Egan, Fitzpatrick, Malsch, PLLC

J. Leeds, Las Vegas Indian Center

J. C. Saulque, Benton Paiute Indian Tribe

C. Bradley, Kaibab Band of Southern Paiutes

R. Joseph, Lone Pine Paiute-Shoshone Tribe

L. Tom, Paiute Indian Tribes of Utah

E. Smith, Chemehuevi Indian Tribe

D. Buckner, Ely Shoshone Tribe

V. Guzman, Walker River Palute

D. Eddy, Jr., Colorado River Indian Tribes

H. Jackson, Public Citizen

J. Wells, Western Shoshone National Council

D. Crawford, Inter-Tribal Council of NV

I. Zabarte, Western Shoshone National
Council

S. Devlin

G. Hudlow

D. Irwin, Hunton & Williams

P. Golan, DOE

M. Rice, Lincoln County, NV

G. Helistrom, DOE
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Reports, LLNL continued to use the subject relative humidity probes in corrosion experiments, a
condition which apparently rendered the data obtained from the experiments unusable. NRC
brought this matter to the attention of the BSC audit team; however, it did not document the
condition of its audit reports or effectively reflect it in Its assessment of LLNL's compliance with
the QARD requirements. As a result of these issues,; NRC has concluded that the BSC audit
was not effective in identifying, documenting, and alerting BSC and DOE management to the
significance of the issues, at LLNL, which were in non-compliance with the QARD
requirements. Items the NRC observers identified as involving non-cornpliance with the QARD
are documented as deficiencies in this report.

A written response to this letter and the enclosed report is not required; however, a response is
requested to the open Audit Observer Inquiries Identified In Section 5.2 of the enclosed report.
The staff will continue to interface with DOE and follow the action that you take to address the
issues identified during this audit. If you have any questions, please contact Thomas Matula at
301-415-6700.

Sincerely,
/RA/

Elmo E. Collins, Deputy Director
Licensing and Inspection Directorate
Division of High-Level Waste Repository Safety
Office'f ;,Nuclear Material Safety

and Safeguards

Enclosure: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission Observation
Audit Report OAR-05-05,
"Observation Audit of Bechtel
SAID Company, LLC, Audit of
Scientific Investigation,
Waste Package, and Drip
Shield Degradation,"
BAP.-BSC-05-07

cc: See Attached List.
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION OBSERVATION AUDIT REPORT

"OBSERVATION AUDIT OF BECHTEL SAICOCOMPANY, LLC.

AUDIT OF SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATION,
WASTE PACKAGE, AND DRIP SHIELD DEGRADATION," BQAP-BSC-05-7

IRA/ signed by R. Latta 12/08/05
Robert Latta
Senior Site Representative
Fuel Cycle/Decommissioning Branch
Division of Nuclear Materials Safety
Region IV

IRAJ signed by A. Csontos 12/08/05
Aladar Csontos
Engineering Section
Technical Review Directorate
Division of High-Level Waste

Repository Safety

IRA/ signed by V. Everett 12/20/05
Vincent Everett
Fuel CycleiDecommissioning Branch
Division of Nuclear Materials Safety
Region IV

Reviewed and Approved by:

IRAJ signed by E. Collins 1/9/06
Elmo Collins, Chief
Licensing and Inspection Directorate
Division of High-Level Waste Repository Safety
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards

/RA' signed by R. Weber 12/09/05
Rodney M. Weber
Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory

Analyses

IRA/ signed by L. Yang 12/ 09/05
Lietai Yang
Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

On August 15 - 31, 2005, staff from the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Division
of High-Level Waste Repository Safety, NRC Region IV, and the Center for Nuclear Waste
Regulatory Analyses (CNWRA) observed the Bechtel SAIC Company, LLC (BSC) audit
BQAP-BSC-05-07 of "BSC Waste Package Degradation Investigations and Analyses." The
BSC audit team, comprised of quality assurance (QA) personnel and technical specialists,
conducted the audit at the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) facilities in Las Vegas, Nevada,
and at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) facilities in Livermore, California.
The purpose of this audit was to evaluate whether scientific investigations provided Input, into
the analysis and models for the waste package and drip shield degradation studies, that
resulted in technically sound and defensible results. The audit included evaluations of the
implementation of the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management Quality Assurance
Requirements and Description (QARD), DOE/RW-0333P, Revision 16, and technical
evaluation of work against NUREG-1804, "Yucca Mountain Review Plan, Acceptance Criterion
2," Section 2.2.1.3.1.3. The NRC observers conducted their activities in accordance with NRC
Manual Chapter 2410, "Conduct of Observation Audits," while observing the audit. In
accordance with the guidance in Manual Chapter 2410, the NRC observers were to: (i) evaluate
the effectiveness of the BSC audit team to identify deficiencies in the QA program of the
organizations being audited; and (ii) to evaluate the implementation of the QA program by the
organization being audited.

2.0 MANAGEMENT SUMMARY

NRC observers conducted an audit observation of the BSC audit team activities to assess the
effectiveness of the audit and to evaluate the Implementation of the QA program by the
organizations being audited. The BSC audit team included the NRC observers in all activities
related to the audit and allowed full access to the documents being reviewed and the Interviews
conducted. NRC observers were allowed the necessary freedom to make an Independent
evaluation of the effectiveness of the audit and the implementation of the QA program
regarding the corrosion studies reviewed during this audit. The observers reviewed the
qualifications of the Audit Team Leader, auditors, and Technical Specialists and determined
that they were qualified by education, experience, and training and were independent of the
areas reviewed.

The NRC observers provided periodic feedback to the BSC audit team related to Issues
identified during the audit and conducted a post-audit review, with the BSC audit team, of the
more significant concerns identified by the NRC observers. These concerns are described in
this report and focus on several key issues that are summarized in Section 5.1, "NRC
Observation Summary." The areas of concern included the inadequate implementation of the
QARD related to the work at LLNL for the deliquescence experiments that used uncalibrated
humidity probes, the referencing of cancelled documents in the analysis model reports, and the
inadequate surface cleaning of several samples used to determine corrosion rates. The issues
related to the adequacy of the audit include concerns with the last-minute reductions in the
audit scope and the lack of technical representation on the audit team that went to LLNL.

As a result of these issues, NRC does not agree with the conclusion reached by BSC, in its
audit report issued October 7, 2005, that LLNL was satisfactorily and effectively implementing
the QARD for the areas reviewed in this audit. NRC agreed with the BSC audit conclusions
regarding the problems with documentation, traceability, and reproducibility with the Thermal-



Hydrological-Chemical (THC) Seepage Model.

3.0 AUDIT PARTICIPANTS

BSC Auditors/Technical Specialists

Judith Shipman, Audit Team Leader
Carl Wright, Auditor
Ajulena Barnes, Auditor
Sandra Castro, Auditor
Thomas Esper, Auditor
Bob Habbe, Auditor
Stanley Levine, Auditor
Stephen Schuermann, Auditor
Stanley Howard, Ph.D., Technical Specialist, Metallurgy/Corrosion
Kathryn Johnson, Ph.D., Technical Specialist, Geochemistry

NRC Observers/Technical SPecialists

Robert Latta, NRC, Team Leader
Vincent Everett, NRC, Senior Inspector
Aladar Csontos, NRC, Ph.D., Technical Specialist
Rodney Weber, CNWRA, QA Specialist
Lletai Yang, CNWRA, Ph.D., Technical Specialist

Third-Party Observers

Susan Lynch, State of Nevada
Don Shettel, State of Nevada
Engelbrecht von Tiesenhausen, Clark County, Nevada
Ram Murthy, DOE, Office of Quality Assurance

4.0 REVIEW OF THE AUDIT AND AUDITED ORGANIZATION

The BSC auditors conducted the audit in accordance with Line Procedure (LP)-18.6Q-BSC,
"QA Internal Audit Program," and Administrative Procedure (AP)-16.1Q, "Condition Reporting
and Resolution." The audit team used elements of the QARD, applicable BSC procedures,
LLNL procedures, and the two analysis model reports, to generate the audit checklist. The
NRC observers followed NRC Manual Chapter 2410 "Conduct of Observation Audits," while
observing the audit.



4.1 Scope of the Audit

The objective of the audit was to evaluate whether scientific investigations related to waste
package and drip shield degradation provided input Into selected models that resulted in
technically sound and defensible model results.' The models selected for review were
ANL-MD-EBS-000003, "General and Localized Corrosion of the Waste Package Outer
Barrier," and ANL-MD-EBS-000033, "Engineered Barrier System:' Physical and Chemical
Environment." The audit included a review of inputs to these models back to the original data
collected and an evaluation of scientific approaches and methods. !The audit scope also
examined the use and control of measuring and test equipment, implementation of QA
requirements, and the collection, documentation, control, and use of data. QA requirements
examined during this audit were contained in DOE's QARD and applicable DOE and BSC
quality-affecting procedures.

4.2 Conduct and Timing of the Audit

BSC provided its original audit plan to NRC on July 25, 2005. However, on August 3, 2005,
less than two weeks before initiation of the audit, BSC issued a revised audit scope that
reduced the areas to be reviewed during the audit. This reduction in audit scope brought Into
question whether the audit objectives, stated as a broad assessment of data input and technical
products, could be fulfilled. As a minimum, the change in scope weakened the audit and
reduced the number of products that would be reviewed. Overall, NRC finds that the reduced
audit scope also limited the opportunities to identify issues with the data input and technical
products.

NRC also observed that preparations for the audit were delayed, in that audit checklists were
not complete and available until the start of the audit. This was inconsistent with past
experiences related to audits, conducted by DOE and BSC, in which the audit scope and audit
checklists were generally completed well in advance of the audit activity, allowing project
personnel and NRC staff to adequately prepare for the audit.

NRC finds that reducing the scope of the audit at the last minute and not having the audit
checklists available until the beginning of the audit represented an audit weakness.

4.3 Audit Team Qualifications and Independence

The NRC observers reviewed the qualificationsfor, the audit team members, including the
technical specialists assigned to the team, and determined they were qualified and independent
of the areas reviewed. Several senior-level QA' peersonnel were included on the BSC audit
team. These individuals were cognizant of the DOE and BSC QA requirements and the various
procedural requirements related to the type of work being reviewed during this audit. The
technical specialists assigned to the audit were'klnowledgeable In the areas reviewed and asked
in-depth questions during interviews. However,' BSC did not include either of the two technical
specialists in the LLNL portion of the audit, thereby reducing the effectiveness of the audit to
identify technical issues with the experiments beiing conducted at LLNL. This concern was
expressed to the BSC audit team during the audit by NRC. Not including the technical
specialists in the LLNL portion of the audit is identified as an audit weakness.

4.4 Examination of QA Elements



The following activities were audited by the BSC QA specialists on the audit team.

4.4.1 QA Program

The BSC auditors reviewed planning-related documents to verify that sufficient detail was
included to support testing and validation and to allow a technically competent independent
individual to replicate the work. Technical work plans were reviewed to determine that qualified
personnel were assigned to perform the scientific investigation work.1 Software, measuring, and
test equipment and sample selection were reviewed for appropriateness. Qualification records,
for selected personnel responsible for performing," verifying, and managing scientific activities
associated with the audited models, were reviewed, to verify that these aforementioned
individuals' education and experience were commensurate with the requirements established in
the job descriptions for the assigned positions. 'It was also confirmed that these individuals had
completed training as specified in the assigned training program descriptions. No NRC issues
were identified related to this audit topic.

4.4.2 Procurement Document Control

The BSC audit team reviewed a representative sample of scientific notebooks and associated
procurement documents to determine If the purchases made In support of scientific activities
were in compliance with quality-related procedures. Procurement document records for these
purchases were reviewed to verify that appropriate item or service descriptions were included
and quality, technical, and acceptance requirements were specified for items and services. No
NRC issues were identified related to this audit topic.

4.4.3 Implementing Documents

The BSC auditors verified that management was responsible for assuring work was conducted
In accordance with appropriate technical implementing procedures. Implementing documents
were reviewed and verified to address work modifications or changes, data collection, and
analysis, and verifications and traceability. No NRC issues were identified related to this audit
topic.

4.4.4 Document Control

The BSC auditors reviewed and verified that controlled documents were distributed through
electronic notification with links to the controlled d6cument in the Control Document Information
System. Paper copies being maintained were verified to have the appropriate required red
stamp on the first page.

The NRC observers noted that some of the analysis model reports reviewed during the audit
contained references to documents that were "carnceled." Specifically, the "Drip Shield and
Waste Package Outer Barrier," analysis model report (ANL-EBS-MD-000001, Revision 1),
which had been' cancelled, was referenced numerous times in the two analysis model reports
evaluated during the audit. This cancelled analysis model report was not in the current report
database. Subsequent to the identification of this issue, the NRC observers were advised that
referencing cancelled do6uments Is considered an acceptable BSC practice. However, the
referencing of canceled documents could be problematic during the potential license application
review, and NRC has requested clarification from DOE regarding its plans to use cancelled
documents. This request has been submitted as Audit Observation Inquiry AOI-OAR-05-05-04.

4.4.5 Control of Purchased Items and Services



The BSC auditors reviewed scientific notebooks to evaluate items and services that had been
purchased. The BSC auditors verified that acceptance reports were completed, that items and
services met purchasing requirements, deficiencies were resolved with suppliers, and reports
were transmitted to BSC procurement for inclusion with the project data package. No NRC
issues were Identified related to this audit topic.

4.4.6 Control of Measuring and Test Equipment

The BSC auditors reviewed the scientific notebooks associated with the LLNL corrosion study
experiments, to identify the specific equipment used in these tests. This included a review of
records associated with calibrated equipment for' service procurement, receipt inspection,
labeling, recall, calibration standards used, calibration method, and out-of-tolerance and
nonconformance report documentation. The review included examination of two previously
documented Condition Reports (CRs). Specifically, CRs 2247 and 5430 documented the use
of the Vaisala Model HMP-243 Temperature/Humidity Probes at temperatures in excess of their
calibrated range. The use of these probes was also in excess of the range for which the
manufacturer certified the accuracy of the indicated relative humidity.

The Information Identified by the NRC observers 'during the review of the two CRs 2247 and
5430 brought into question the validity of the data collected, when the subject humidity probes
were used, during the corrosion' experiments conducted between the years 2002 and 2005 at
LLNL. Based on the result of the review of the CRs and observation of BSC interviews with the
LLNL researchers and managers, the NRC observers questioned whether the corrosion data
could be considered technically sound and defensible. The NRC observers concluded that
LLNL had started at least two experiments in non-compliance with the QARD calibration
requirements and had conducted several years of data collection with the humidity probes not
calibrated and used outside the manufacturer's documented range of acceptable use.

At the end of the audit, BSC concluded that LLNL had effectively implement the QARD. The
NRC observers are concerned about this conclusion, based on the following issues related to
QARD Section 12.0, "Control of Measuring and Test Equipment," and BSC
Procedure LP-12.1Q-BSC, "Control of Measuring and Test Equipment":

" Experiments Were Started Without Calibrated Instruments: Two experiments were
identified, during this audit, that had been started without the Vaisala humidity probes
calibrated for the high range of temperatures used in the experiments. Specifically,
QARD Section 12.2.1 states, in part, that 2I.i"instruments shall be calibrated prior to use
against reference calibration standards traceable to nationally recognized standards."
Despite this QARD requirement, experimenis related to Scientific Notebook
SN-LLNL-SCI-474-V2, 'Mixed Salts," ,nd Scientific Notebook SN-LLNL-SCI-484-Vi,
"Deliquescence of Mixed Salts, Measurem6ents of Deliquescence Relative Humidity and
Determination of Boiling Point from Delicle~cence Relative Humidity," were started
without the Vaisala humidity probes being calibrated for the expected temperature
ranges of the experiments.

.Calibration Basis Was Not Documented: 'LLNL did not comply with QARD Section
12.2.1, concerning establishing a basis ,for calibration when nationally recognized
standards are not available. Specifically, QARD Section 12.2.1 states, in part, that "If no
nationally recognized standard exists, the basis for calibration shall be documented."
Despite this QARD requirement, no basis'for calibration was established by LLNL before



using the Vaisala humidity probes in two of the experiments reviewed during this audit.

LLNL Planned to Conduct an In-House Experiment to Calibrate Probes and Qualify Data
after the Experiments Were Completed: In response to the problem documented in
CRs 2247 and 5430, LLNL devised an in-house experiment to "calibrate" the Vaisala
humidity probes at the higher temperatures. This was required because the
manufacturer declined to certify that the probes were appropriate for use at the higher
temperatures or to provide calibration documentation, and it was determined that a
National Institute of Standards and Technology traceable standard did not exist. Once
the probes were "calibrated," LLNL planned to declare the data collected during the SCI-
474 and SCI-484 experiments "qualified," despite the fact that the probes had not been
calibrated before starting the experiments. No industry standard protocol, such as that
identified in ANSI/ISOilEC 17025:2005(E), had been adopted as the basis for
performing the independent "calibration", of the probes. Additionally, no process for an
independent validation of the LLNL calibration results had been identified to ensure the
calibration experiments could withstand 'a rigorous scientific examination. NRC also
noted that no provisions are included in the QARD for starting an experiment with an
instrument not calibrated at the temperatures in which It will be used, and then
calibrating it after completion of the experiment and considering the experimental data
as qualified.

* Scientific Notebook SCI-484 States Pr obes Were Calibrated: Scientific Notebook
SCI-484 documented that the Vaisala humidity probes were calibrated and provided the
calibration date for the probes in the scientific notebook. Scientific Notebook SCI-484
was initiated 6 months after the calibration problem was identified and documented In
CR 2247. However, no explanation nor notation was included in the scientific notebook
identifying the humidity probes as not being calibrated at the high range of temperatures
being used in the experiments. Although this information was provided to the BSC audit
team, it did not elevate this misrepresentation of the calibration status of the probes in
the scientific notebook to DOE and BSC managements for further investigation.

NRC determined that LLNL had not complied with the requirements of Section 12.0 of the
QARD related to the performance of corrosion rate experiments. Specifically, it was concluded
that LLNL had initiated these experiments: (I) without properly calibrated instruments; (ii) had
not established an adequate basis for calibratio'n when nationally recognized standards were
unavailable; and (iii) misrepresented the correc status of the'calibration of the humidity probes
in the associated scientific notebook. Based on tit issues identified above, NRC concluded
that LLNL had not satisfactorily and effectively implemented the QARD requirements related to
the control of measuring and test equipment. This conclusion disagreed with the conclusions
reached by the BSC audit team. Therefore, NRC is requesting an explanation as to why these
issues did not constitute an unsatisfactory implementation of the QARD at LLNL. This request
has been submitted as Audit Observation InquirI AOI-OAR-05-05-05.

4.4.7 Handling, Storage, and Shipping

While at LLNL, the BSC auditors verified that samples were handled, stored, and shippedadequately to prevent damage, deterioration' and• loss. Controls, inspections, and tests for
special handling tools and equipment were conducted In accordance with documented
procedures. Specified time intervals were in place to ensure that tools and equipment were
adequately maintained. No NRC Issues were identified related to this audit topic.
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4.4.8 Corrective Action

The BSC auditors reviewed a number of CRs related to the LLNL experiments. Of the 14 CRs
issued, 12 were identified by the LLNL QA organization and only 2 were identified by the
researchers. Based on the NRC observer's discussions with the LLNL researchers, the
threshold at which a CR was required was based on the significance of the issue and whether
the problem could be easily resolved. Specifically, if the problem were significant or could not
be resolved quickly, a CR was initiated. However, low-significance Issues that were easily fixed
were typically not documented in the corrective action system. As noted by the NRC observers,
this approach to problem Identification for quality-affecting activities does not comply with the
requirements of Procedure AP-16.1Q, "Condition Reporting and Resolution." Specifically,
Procedure AP-16.1Q states that, "Conditions shall be entered into the Corrective Action
Program (CAP) system as soon as practical after identification." Furthermore, Procedure AP-
16.10 does not establish a threshold that provides for easily fixed and low-significance issues
to be excluded from the requirement to issue a CR. Allowing staff to make a determination as
to when an issue is entered into the corrective action program, as opposed to requiring all
issues to be entered into the system, is identified as a deficiency.

Within the scope of the audit, two CRs were reviewed in detail by the NRC observers. These
were: (i) CR 2247, "Measuring and Test Equipment Used Outside the Range of Calibration,"
initiated February 19, 2004, and closed December 1, 2004; and (0i) CR 5430, "Data Acquired by
Valsala Temperature/Humidity Probes Above 90 Degrees Celsius [194 OF] Is indeterminate,"
initiated April 8, 2005. CR 5430 was still open at the time of this audit. Both CRs concerned
the use of the Vaisala probes to make relative humidity measurements outside their calibrated
temperature range. Specifically, the probes were calibrated at temperatures of 20 °C, 40 °C,
and 60 'C, for use in collecting relative humidity readings. The NRC observers noted that a
May 12, 2004, entry in the "investigation Findings" section of CR 2247 documented that the
industry current standards do not support traceable calibrations above 70 "C, and that there Is
no current standard that can be used to properly calibrate humidity probes at temperatures
above 70 *C. CR 2247 also identified that the probes had been used at temperatures up to
90 1C, and CR 5430 references test temperatures above 120 °C. Additionally, CR 5430
identified an action to construct a system for calibrating the probes up to 180 *C. The 180 °C
value was the upper temperature limit being used in the SCI-484 experiments, which was not
mentioned in either of the CRs. The NRC observers further noted that CR 2247 was issued as
a Significance Level B. However, the subsequent problems, documented in CR 5430, that
were repetitive to the deficiencies identified in CR 2247, were characterized as a Level C. No
explanation for the disparity in CR significance levels was provided during the audit, and the
BSC audit team did not Identify this issue as an item requiring follow-up.

The specific concerns, identified by the NRC observers related to the corrective action program
aspects of these CRs are discussed below.

* Corrective Actions for CR 2247 Not Implemented as Described: CR 2247 identified a
deficiency regarding the use of relative humidity probes outside their calibrated range.
The remedial actions associated with this CR stated that ... "investigators will document
(make reference to) CR 2247 in open scientific notebooks Identified as having used the
Vaisala temperaturethumidity probes outside their range of calibration." This entry in
CR 2247 was made three months before Scientific Notebook SCI-484 being opened.
However, Scientific Notebook SCI-484 does not Include a reference to CR 2247, even
though CR 2247 was still open when the experiments for Scientific Notebook SC0-484
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were started. Therefore, once the initial review of the open scientific notebooks had
been completed as a remedial action for CR 2247, no provisions were established to
ensure that future scientific notebooks that used the Vaisala probes would reference CR
2247.

* Out-of-Calibration Measuring and Test EguiDment Were Not Controlled: The Valsala
humidity probes Identified in CR 2247 were not tagged, segregated nor otherwise
controlled to prevent use until they had been calibrated. This is a requirement of
Section 12.2.3.B of the QARD. No objective evidence was presented, during the audit
at LLNL, that the Vaisala probes had been tagged with a Measuring and Test
Equipment (M&TE) Limited Calibration sticker in accordance with the requirements of
Procedure LP-12.IQ-BSC, "Control of Measuring and Test Equipment." The M&TE
Limited Calibration sticker identifies the calibration limitations of an instrument and could
have been a valuable part of the corrective action program to prevent use of the probes
In future high-temperature experiments.

* CR 5430 was Ooened Without Recognizing That Additional Experiments Were
Underway with the Uncalibrated Probes: CR 5430 was opened April 8, 2005,
concerning the 2002 mixed-salt experimental results that were entered into the Data
Tracking Number (DTN) System as "qualified." CR 5430 was a follow-up of issues
related to CR 2247. A review of the DTN Information related to the mixed-salt data
found that the data were entered between November 2002 and February 2003 and
remained In the system as qualified until July 2005, a period of approximately 2 ½Z years.

CR 5430 discussed the problem with the calibration of the Vaisala probes and
referenced CR 2247. However, CR 5430 did not identify that experiments related to
Scientific Notebook SCI-484 were currently underway and had been underway for 8
months, also using the Valsala probes outside their calibrated range.

* LLNL Had Not Issued a CR for the Second Setof ExperimentsUsing the Uncalibrated
Probes: The experiments related to Scientific Notebook SCI-484 had been initiated in
August 2004. As of the date of this audit in August 2005, no CR had been issued
related to the use of the uncalibrated humidity probes in the Scientific Notebook SCI-484
experiments. LLNL failure to recognize this repetitive non-conformance with the QARD
requirements related to instrument calibration and issue a CR is an example of the
Ineffectiveness of the implementation of the QARD at LLNL, related to the corrective
action program.

The NRC observers determined that LLNL had not complied with the requirements of
Procedure AP-16.1 Q related to documenting deficiencies, preventing recurrence of the
problems, and capturing the second set of experiments using uncalibrated probes in the
corrective action program. Based on the issues identified above, NRC concluded that LLNL
had not satisfactorily and effectively implemented ithe QARD requirements related to corrective
actions. This conclusion disagreed with the conclusions reached by the BSC audit team. NRC
Is requesting an explanation as to why these issues did not constitute an unsatisfactory
implementation of the QARD. This request has been submitted as Audit Observation Inquiry
AOI-OAR-05-05-05. i



4.4.9 QA Records

After task completion by project personnel, document packages are submitted to the records
processing center. The BSC audit team reviewed the availability of selected records that had
been submitted to the records process center through both the computerized system and, for
records not yet available in the computerized system, the ability to access the paper copies of
the records. The BSC auditors Identified several minor deficiencies specifically related to the
records management process. These included instances of (ate record submittals, incorrect
sensor identification in an acceptance report, and a signature missing from the document
review record.

During the review of various records related to ANL-MO-EBS-000003, "General and Localized
Corrosion of the Waste Package Outer Barrier," Revision 2, the NRC observers noted that
scanning electron microscope images related to the corrosion-rate experiments were not
available in the technical data management system. Further review found that the documents
had not been submitted as part of the project records. These documents, identified as Binder
#11, were eventually located at LLNL. In the experiments discussed in these documents,
corrosion rates were determined by cleaning the samples of all corrosion, then examining the
sample under the scanning electron microscope, to verify all corrosion had been removed. If
corrosion were still present on the sample, the cleaning process was repeated. Once all
corrosion was removed, the sample was weighed and compared to the weight before cleaning,
to determine the weight loss. From these data, the corrosion rate could be determined.
However, NRC observers examined the images in'the documentation package and determined
that all of the scale had not been completely removed from the samples. This finding was
inconsistent with the information in ANL-MD--EBS--000003, which stated that all of the scale
had been removed from the samples. The NRC observers noted that the incomplete cleaning
of all the surface corrosion from the samples would impact the determination of the corrosion
rate values.

In summary, the failure to submit Binder #11 as part of the project records, the incorrect
statement in the associated analysis model report related to the final condition of the corrosion
samples, and the concern related to the impact of inadequate cleaning of the samples on the
conclusions reached on the corrosion rate values i, identified as a deficiency. The NRC
observers Identified these issues to the BSC audit team; however, no CR was Issued. The
failure to issue a CR to document these conditions is Identified as a deficiency.

4.4.10 Software, QARD Supplement I

The BSC auditors reviewed software used during data collection and determined that all the
software was off-the-shelf software that did not require independent verification and validation.
No NRC Issues were identified related to this audit topic.

4.4.11 Sample Control, QARD Supplement II

The BSC auditors examined the pertinent scientific notebooks and identified samples for
review. Inspection records were accessed though' the technical data management system.
Implementation of controls was reviewed during the onsite audit at LLNL. The BSC auditors
verified that samples were being controlled in acco0'dance with the applicable procedures.
Sample identification, location, transfer, storage Iife,'segregation, traceability to the appropriate
logs, and other records were verified. No NRC issues were identified related to this audit topic.



4.4.12 Scientific Investigation, QARD Supple ment III

During this audit, selected scientific notebooks were reviewed by the BSC audit team. The
notebooks were reviewed to determine completeness, level of detail, traceability, and the
documentation of compliance reviews. Four of the 14 scientific notebooks were found to have
problems. These problems included inadequate'entries, traceability of information, Incomplete
information, and lack of detail that would allow confirming the results without additional
Information from the original investigator. The BSC audit team issued two Level 8 CRs related
to incomplete information In the scientific notebooks. No NRC issues were identified related to
this audit topic.

4.4.13 Control of the Electronic Management of Data, QARD Supplement V

The BSC audit team technical specialists evaluated the transparency of technical products
through document and data reviews and interviews conducted with the appropriate model
development staff. The BSC audit team also examined the inputs that were documented In the
technical products themselves and verified that all data were compiled in accordance with the
appropriate technical data management system database requirements. The BSC auditors
identified a discrepancy regarding the absence of a To-Be-Verified (TBV) number for data used
in an approved document. No NRC Issues were identified related to this audit topic.



4.4.14 Monitored Geologic Repository, QARD Appendix C

The BSC auditors reviewed documentation associated with purchased items and services
where alternatives to QARD Section 7.0 were identified. Specifically, these included the
procurement of quality-affecting services from non-quality supplier laboratories. In these cases,
the BSC auditors verified the existence of the quality control sample plan and that the principal
investigator confirmed that the analytical results received have been evaluated to the
acceptance criteria established by the applicable quality control sample plan. No NRC issues
were identified related to this audit topic.

4.5 Examination of Technical Activities

The BSC audit team technical specialists reviewed several documents supporting the
engineered barrier system model, and conducted interviews with the technical report authors,
checkers and reviewers. During the review of the associated technical data, the NRC
observers identified several issues that were documented as audit observation inquiries. Based
on the significance of these issues, NRC requests that BSC provide additional information, that
can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of the BSC audit team, and to evaluate the
implementation of the QA program by the organization being audited.

4.5.1 ANL-EBS-MD--000033, "Engineered Barrier System: Physical and Chemical
Environmental Model," Revision 4

The BSC technical specialist reviewed the engineered barrier system physical and chemical
environment model and the other documents that support this analysis model report, in
conjunction with the audit team QA specialists, who interviewed the documents' originators,
reviewers, and team lead.

4.5.1.1 MDL-NBS--HS-000001, "Drift-Scale Thermal-Hydrologlcal-Chemical (THC)
Seepage Model," Revision 4, dated February 2005

TheBSC technical specialist reviewed various scientific notebooks and documents and
conducted numerous Interviews with individuals involved with collecting and analyzing the data
for the Drift Scale THC Seepage Model. As a result of these review activities and interviews,
the BSC audit team Identified the following technical discrepancies:

" The notebook that described the minerals used in the report (Section 6.2.2.2) did not
provIde transparent and traceable Information to support the selection of the minerals.

" The determination of the mineral reactive surface areas described in Appendix B, that
was used as input to the rate equations in Section 6.4.2, was not properly documented
and referenced.

" The documents that provided the basis for the selection of some thermodynamic data in
the model report (Section 4.1.4) were not referenced In the report, nor were they listed
in the references.

* The basis for the selection of the uncertainty used in the analysis for the
mineral dissolution and precipitation rate was not properly documented, nor was
it referenced. i :, I



0 The description for the selection of the waters (PERM-2 and PERM-3) was
not transparent.

As a result of the technical discrepancies found in this report, the BSC technical specialist
determined that this model was unsatisfactory. BSC issued a Level B CR.

The NRC observers agree with the conclusions of the BSC technical specialist. In addition, the
NRC observer questioned the technical basis for the assumption that no dripping will take place
when the temperature of the drift wall is above 100 °C (212 OF). The Engineered Barrier
System Physical and Chemical Environment Model Report assumes a 100 °C (212 OF)
threshold for the onset of seepage. The statement, "Seepage waters do not enter the drifts
until the host rock temperatures fall below 100 °C (212 OF)," is not supported by sufficient
justification. BSC is being asked to provide the basis for why it did not consider the salt effect
on the boiling point. This request will be tracked as audit observation inquiry AOI-OAR-05-05-
01.

4.5.1.2 ANL-EBS-MD-000074, "Analysis of Dust Deliquescence for Features,
Events, and Processes (FEP) Screening," Revision 0, dated June 2005

The technical basis for the selection of the salt assemblage and the adequacy of the database
in ANL-EBS-MD-000074 were reviewed. Based on this review, the BSC team identified a
technical discrepancy related to adequate justification for the selection of the log K value for
sepiolite in the validation of the model.

The NRC observers also questioned the validated relative humidity range for the model and
why the deliquescence relative-humidity data were presented In the report below the model-
validated range of 40 percent. The EQ3/6 model for deliquescence relative humidity (RHd) was
validated for a relative humidity range from 100 to40 percent. This is documented in the notes
for Table 7-8 of ANL-EBS-MD--000045, "In-Drift Precipitates/Salts Model," Revision 2.
However, ANL-EBS-MD-000074 presented results, in Figure 6.2-5, that have deliquescence
relative humidity values much lower than 40 percent. Similarly, the equilibrium relative humidity
data calculated by the EQ3/6 model for solutions containing mixed salts were well below 40
percent, as presented in Figures 6.13-2 and 6.13-13 of ANL-EBS-MD-000033, "Physical and
Chemical Environment Model,0 Revision 4. BSC is requested to provide the basis for using
model results that are outside of the model validation range. This request will be tracked as
audit observation inquiry AOI-OAR-05-05-02.

4.5.1.3 ANL-DSD-MD- 00001, "Aqueousi Corrosion Rates for Waste Package
Materials," Revision 1, dated October 2004

Based on discussion between the BSC technical specialist and the researchers, BSC identified
a technical discrepancy concerning the adequacy'and transparency of documentation In this
report. The discrepancy related to the criteria the investigator followed to select or exclude the
corrosion rate data compiled in the report.

4.5.1.4 ANL-EBS-MD-000045, "In-Drift Precipitates/Salts Model," Revision 2,
dated October 2004 I

The BSC technical specialist conducted Interviews regarding the accuracy in uncertainty



represented In the technical basis for this model. The uncertainty range of the output pH from
the model had been developed by comparing the model results with four experimental data
points. The BSC technical specialist determined that this was not adequate. This
determination was documented on Condition Report CR6487.

4.5.1.5 ANL-EBS-MD-000033, "Engineered Barrier System: Physical and
Chemical Environment," Revision 4, dated July 2005

The BSC technical specialist conducted interviews regarding the accuracy, and appropriateness
of the Pitzer database, and the completeness and accuracy of the calculations for the seepage
evaporation in the model. As previously noted, the NRC observer questioned why the relative
humidity data was below 40 percent, which is the lower limit that the Pitzer model was validated,
were presented in the report. (Reference AOI OAR-05-05-02)

4.5.2 ANL-EBS-MD-000003, "General CorrosIon and Localized Corrosion of Waste
Package Outer Barrier," Revision 2

The BSC technical specialists reviewed the sections of this model that included the dry
oxidation model parameters; general corrosion temperature dependence modeling; localized
corrosion model logic and data interpretation; experimental methods for corrosion tests;
microbiological-induced corrosion modeling; statistical methodologies for corrosion-rate
distributions; and associated model data from supplementary technical documents
ANL-EBS-MD-000003, and ANL-WIS-MD-000023D, "Analysis of Waste Package Outer
Barrier Localized Corrosion." As a result of the NRC observers' evaluation of the technical
information related to this model, the following observations have been made.1
4.5.2.1 Corrosion of Titanium Grade 24 Based on Grade 7 Data

The BSC technical specialist conducted Interviews regarding the selection of corrosion-rate
measurements in ANL-DSD-MD-000001, "Aqueous Corrosion Rates for Waste Package
Materials," Revision 1. The NRC observers reviewed this document as well and identified the
lack of adequate justification for using the general ;'orrosion rates for the single phase (a)
Titanium Grade 7 alloy in the modeling of the dual 'phase (a/0) Titanium Grade 24 alloy in
representative repository environments (see Section 6.5, page 6-39 of
ANL-DSD-MD-000001). No technical justificatiorij was provided for the basis that the
measured corrosion rates of Titanium Grade 7 can be extrapolated to the Titanium Grade 7/24
weldments In the as-welded and stress-relieved conditions. This issue will be followed by NRC
and will be discussed at future DOE and NRC technical meetings.



Specifically, the following Information is needed to make a determination of the adequacy of the
information related to the corrosion rates.

" A technical basis for modeling the general corrosion rates of the dual-phase (a/1)
Titanium Grade 24 alloy in a representative repository environment using the general
corrosion rates from the single-phase (a) Titanium Grade 7.

" A technical basis for the general corrosion rates for Titanium Grade 24 base material
and Titanium Grade 7/24 weldments in the as-welded and stress-relieved conditions, as
would be expected on an as-fabricated drip shield in a representative repository
environment.

The lack of an adequate justification for the Titanium Grade 7/24 weldments and Titanium
Grade 24 general corrosion rates under representative repository conditions is Identified as a
significant weakness related to this analysis model report and an area of technical concern for
the potential license application.

4.5.2.2 Corrosion Scaling Factor for the Microbiologlcally Induced Corrosion
Model

The BSC technical specialist conducted interviews regarding the adequacy of the models in
ANL-EBS-MD-000003, "General Corrosion and Localized Corrosion of Waste Package Outer
Barrier." Based on the review of this information, the NRC observers identified the need for
additional justification for modeling microbiologically influenced corrosion, using a scaling factor
to the generalized corrosion model. The scanning electron micrographs of the corrosion under
biotic conditions in Figure 6-67, of ANL-EBS-MD-000003, appear significantly different from
typical general corrosion. Specifically, the NRC observer noted that micropores were found, on
the specimens, that were tested under the biotic condition. This may be an indication of
localized corrosion, as opposed to general corrosion. Although the general corrosion scaling
factor was intended to represent a conservative approach, the exclusion of localized
microbiologically influenced corrosion effects without a documented justification is identified as
a weakness In the modeling used for this analysis model report.

4.5.2.3 Inconsistencies for Overall Localized Corrosion Modeling

The BSC technical specialist conducted interviews' regarding the technical adequacy of the
models in ANL-EBS-MD-000003, "General Corrosion and Localized Corrosion of Waste
Package Outer Barrier." The NRC observers identified Inconsistencies between the localized
corrosion model criteria found on page 8-6 of ANL-EBS-MD-000003, "General Corrosion and
Localized Corrosion of Waste Package Outer Barrier," Revision 2 as compared to the model
criteria found In ANL-EBS-MD-000074, "Analysis'of Dust Deliquescence for Features, Events,
and Processes Screening," Revision 0. For examp'le, ANL-EBS-MD-000003, states on pages
1-3, 6-97, and 8-6, "If the exposure temperature exceeds 160 °C [320 °F] and a water film is
present on the waste package surface, then localiz'ed corrosion initiates"; however,
ANL-EBS-MD-000074 considers that localized co'rrosion will not initiate when a water film is
formed by deliquescence at elevated temperatures (page 7-1), even though It has been shown
experimentally that some salt assemblage may deliquesce at temperatures over 190 °C
[374 *F] (page 7-2). BSC is requested to provide an explanation for these Inconsistencies.
This request will be tracked as audit observation irnquiry AOI-OAR-05-05-03.



4.6 Potential Audit Findings

The BSC audit team identified the following potential CRs:

Three conditions adverse to quality were identified as Level B CRs:

1. Inadequate entries In Scientific Notebooks SN-LLNL-SCI-484-V1 (LP-SIII.11O-BSC);

2. Inadequate documentation and traceability of work on MDL-NBS-HS-000001 "Drift-
Scale THC Seepage Model," Revision 4 (LP-SIII.10Q-BSC); and

3. Inadequate scientific notebooks supporting scientific investigations for
MDL-NBS-HS-000001.

Eleven minor conditions adverse to quality were identified as Level C CRs:

1. Licensing Support Network-relevant records not submitted to the records processing
center within 2 weeks (LP-IM-026--BSC);

2. Errors In calibration documentation (AP 17.1Q and LP-12.IQ-BSC);

3. Incorrect identification of a sensor in an acceptance report (AP-17.1Q);

4. Out-of-calibration report not changed to document out-of-calibration condition
(LP-1 2.1 Q-BSC);

5. QA records not submitted to the records process center within 60 days (AP-17.1Q);

6. Signature missing from document review record (LP-2.14Q-BSC);

7. Documentation errors in ANL-EBS-MD-000005 (LP-SIII.10Q);

8. No to-be-verified (TBV) number for data used in approved document (LP-3.150-BSC);

9. Need for additional confidence in development of uncertainty range for pH output from
ANL-EBS-MD-000045, "In-Drift Precipitates/Salt Model," Revision 2,
(LP-SIII.10Q-BSC);

10. Need to document the process for selecting aqueous corrosion-rate data in
ANL-DSD-MO-000001, "Aqueous Corrosion Rates for Waste Package Materials,"
Revision 2, (LP-SlII.10Q-BSC); and

11. Need to examine the effects of uncertainties in the sepiolite log K on the output
concentrations of magnesium in ANL-EBS-LMD-000074, 'Analysis of Dust
Deliquescence for FEP Screening," Revision 0 (LP-SIII.10Q--BSC).

Two Recommendations were identified (Level D CRs):

1. Improve the description of critical potential measurement in ANL-EBS--MD-000005,
"General Corrosion and Localized Corrosion of the Waste Package Outer Barrier,"



Revision 2; and

2. Clarify the decision tree for localized corrosion In ANL-EBS-MD-000005.

5.0 NRC STAFF FINDINGS

5.1 NRC OBSERVATION SUMMARY

Although most of the audit observation results were found to be acceptable, several areas were
identified as deficiencies or weaknesses. Deficiencies are a departure from a specific
requirement such as an applicable code, standard, guide, the QARD, or acceptable industry or
scientific practice. Weaknesses are activities which, though not a requirement, are less than
optimum for the audit or for the organization being audited.

The following weaknesses and deficiencies are Identified in the body of the report and are
summarized below:

* Less than 2 weeks before initiation of the audit, BSC issued a revised audit scope,
which reduced the areas to be reviewed during the audit. The change in scope reduced
the number of products to be reviewed and reduced the opportunity to identify issues
with the data input and technical products.1 NRC also observed that preparations for the
audit were delayed In that audit checklists were not complete and available until just
before the audit. Reducing the scope of the.audit at the last minute and not having the
audit checklists available until the beginning of the audit are identified as an audit
weakness. (Section 4.2)

• The technical specialists were not Included in the audit activities at LLNL, thereby
reducing the effectiveness of the review of the experiments conducted at LLNL. This
was identified as an audit weakness. (Section 4.3)

" LLNL initiated experiments to study the deliquescence effect on the corrosion of the
outer surface of the waste package, using Vaisala humidity probes that were not
vendor-qualified nor calibrated for the upper temperature limits of the experiment. This
Is in non-compliance with the QARD, which requires that test Instruments be calibrated
before use. This deficiency is an example of ineffective implementation of the QARD, at
LLNL, related to the control of measuring 'and test equipment., (Section 4.4.6)

* LLNL planned to conduct experiments to calibrate the Vaisala humidity probes at the
high temperatures used during the corrosion' experiments. However, no nationally
recognized standard existed, nor was the 'rnanufacturer able to provide a standard
process for performing a calibration at hig'h temperatures. Also LLNL had not adopted a
nationally recognized protocol for conducting the calibrations.' Not

identifying these concerns to BSC and DOE management as potentially significant
issues related to the defensibility of the LLNL experiments was identified as a

deficiency. (Section 4.4.6)

* Scientific Notebook SC1-484 identified the Vaisala humidity probes as calibrated and
documented the calibration date for the probes. However, appropriate documentation



was not included, in the scientific notebook, identifying the limitation on the use of the
humidity probes at high temperatures. Failure to identify this !potential misrepresentation
of the information in the scientific notebook to management for further investigation is
identified as a deficiency. (Section 4.4.6)

Based on discussions with LLNL researchers, there was an understanding that
problems that could be easily rectified or that were minor in nature did not require entry
into the corrective action program. This practice is inconsistent with DOE's procedures
concerning corrective action reporting, in that a threshold is not established for
determining whether a problem should be captured In the corrective action system. This
was identified as a deficiency. (Section 4.4.8)

* LLNL had issued two CRs identifying problems with the use of the Vaisala humidity
probes. However, the corrective actions associated with these CRs were Ineffective in
establishing adequate controls on the humidity probes to prevent their use in a second
set of experiments. This deficiency was identified as an example of ineffective
implementation of the QARD, at LLNL, related to the corrective action program. (Section
4.4.8)

" The second set of experiments using the Vaisala probes was started at LLNL, 1 year
before this audit as documented in Scientific Notebook SCI-484; yet, no CR had been
issued capturing this rep etitive non-conformance with the QARD requirements related to
instrument calibration. LLNL has not established adequate provisions to prevent
recurrence of the problem. This deficiency was identified as an example of ineffective
implementation of the QARD, at LLNL, related to the corrective action program. (Section
4.4.8)

" A review of the list of documents submitted to the records processing center for the
"General and Localized Corrosion of the Waste Outer Barrier Analysis Model Report,"
determined that not all documents had been submitted. The missing documents related
to the corrosion-rate experiments. The documents were later located at LLNL. The
documents included images of the samples, used in the experiments that were suppose
to be cleaned of all corrosion; yet, the images appeared to still have corrosion present:
(i) the incomplete submittal of all documents to the records-processing center; (ii) the
lack of an accurate statement in the associated analysis model report concerning the
cleanliness of the samples; and (iii) the;,potential Impact of the samples not being clean,
on the conclusions reached on the corrosion rate values are identified as deficiencies.
NRC identified these issues to the BSCIaudit team. However, no CR was issued. Not
issuing a CR on these problems is also identified as a deficiency. (Section 4.4.9)

• A review of ANL-DSD-MD-000001, "Aýqueous Corrosion Rates for Waste Package
Materials," Revision 1, identified a lack 6f adequate justification for using the general
corrosion rates for the single-phase (a) ýritanium Grade 7 alloy in the modeling of the
dual-phase (a/0J) Titanium Grade 24 alloy ini epresentative repository environments. No
technical justification was provided for the basis that the measured corrosion rates of
Titanium Grade 7 can be extrapolated to the Titanium Grade 7/24 weldments in the as-
welded and stress-relieve'd conditions. The lack of an adequate justification for the
Titanium Grade 7124 weldments and Titanium Grade 24 general corrosion rates under
representative repository conditions is idenltified as a significant weakness related to this
analysis model report and an area of technical concern for the potential license
application issue. (Section 4.5.2)



0 A review of ANL-EBS-MD--000003, "General Corrosion and Localized Corrosion of
Waste Package Outer Barrier," identified the need for additional justification for
modeling microbiologically Influenced corrosion, using a scaling factor to the generalized
corrosion model. The scanning electron micrographs of the corrosion under biotic
conditions in Figure 6-67, on page 6-106 of ANL-EBS-MD--00003, appear significantly
different from typical general corrosion. ,Specifically, the NRC observer noted that
micropores were found on the specimens that were tested under the biotic condition.
This may be an indication of localized corrosion, as opposed to general corrosion.
Although the general corrosion scaling factor was intended to represent a conservative
approach, the exclusion of localized microbiologically Influenced corrosion effects
without a documented justification is identifiLcd as a weakness in the modeling used for
this analysis model report. (Section 4.5.2)

5.2 NRC AUDIT OBSERVER INQUIRY

In addition to the findings noted in Section 5.1 above, additional areas of technical product
weaknesses were noted. Seven audit observation inquiries (AOI) were initiated and submitted
to BSC for response.

1. AOI-OAR-05-05-01:

2. AOI-OAR-05-05-02:

3. AOI-OAR-05-05-03:

4. AOI-OAR-05-05-04:

5. AOI-OAR-05-05-05:

"Drift-Scale THC Seepage Analysis Model Report," (Sections
4.5.1.1)

"Analysis of Dust Deli uescence for Features, Events and
Processes (FEP) Screening," (Section 4.5.1.2)

"Inconsistencies for Overall Localized Corrosion Modeling,"

(Section 4.5.2.3)

"Referencing of Canck11ed Documents," (Section 4.4.4)

"Use of the Vaisala Humidity Probes at Temperatures Outside
their Calibrated Range," (Sections 4.4.6 and 4.4.8)



Appendix 2: Vaisala User's Manual for HMP243 humidity/temperature probes,
section 8.3.1
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8.2 Temperature (with additional T sensor head)

Measurement range

Typical accuracy at +20 'C (•68 IT)

Typical temperature dependence of
electronics

Temperature sensor

-40...+-80 "C

±0.1 °C

0.c05 "c,'c

Pt 100 RTD DIN IEC 751.
class 1/4 B

8.3 Calculated variables

Without the additional temperature head only dewpnint temperature and miting
ratio -art available.

It

I *
Typical ranges

relative, humidity:
dewpoint difference
mixing ratio
absolute humidity
wet bulb temperature

Response time (90 %) at +20 IC in
still air (with sintered filter)

0-1.00 %RIIf
O..4-50OC
0O... 500 g&icg dry sir
0 ... 600 g/m3
D...+ 100 *c

158

AccuraCiC-t of the catculatcd qt•witLtle- d=pcnd on t11c accuracies of thec.sO
tud quantities: rclatie hý.idity and tempcrzju~r. In the tlcwp..nt accuracy
graph and accuracy labteot;or s. a and Twv the accuracies of relative humidil.y
and tcniperature art assumed to be L(0.5 1 2.5 % of the reaci-nD , ,UH fm.
h|umidity ,nd 0.I*C rfr Ilenpcralure (at 25'C), Note that ihc uter can select
whether the I1MP243 calculates the rtstpoirit (dcfault) or the dcwl-oint whet
the de'wpoini is < 0 'C. In additlon. the HMP243 also calculate* the d,'wpoint
difereonec, i.e, the diffcrence hetween the ambi-ent temperature sad we
lewpollnt ( Ill').

8.3.1 Relative humidity (with additional T sensor haad)

Accuzacy (including nonlinearity and repeatability)
maximum achievable accuraey when calibcated against high quality,
certified humidity standards- ±(0.5 + 2.5 % of the reading) % RH

r example, accuracy at:
0 % RH +.5 %R14

60 % RH ±2.0 % PH

Response time (90 %) at +20 *C in
still air (with slnwcexd filte 2 15 a

I

- .- -~.



HMP243
OperaUng Manual

1.3.2 Accuracy of other calculated variables

ccuracy of ninx!. ratio f.eft) wifhn UIVmirri preijurt. | 1013 mb:ir

Rd•tlivt atmIaldly -

- • 1. j O 40 0) 60, 701 so I 0 s oI"
43 0.1101 (30W)2 '00(12 0.00o o000 a0031 ,

:.03 0007 (0130 C00:2 001.3 0.017 0019 0.2 04
01 0.033 A1.04 .0053 10 004 , .t 1004 i 0.104 0.115 U.5

"3 03! 0.15 1i 0.19 02) 02 o, 30 .I 4 0 37 04, 045

14) 49 2.40 *0.37 0 49 1 0,61 0.74 01 F 3 t1 14 .2!1 2 t i ti?
do 1.0:3 . 431 :ýj .0 51 26 2. 73 X2 .3 43 510 5f3.3

So 12.60 ).79J -5 '.23 6.09 9.18 hAS it 33.25 10.57 25.17 323.1
too3 6.1.1 10.41 :'17.10) 3I9 47.20 84.96 72,5 #.346.3_____10 15,.15 36.25 100,4 6.- -,

.a r-cy afabsolutk hundzdity (gl/tr3)

-o 1tu"1.•.•., lot1
1431y.____ _-_- -_

40 C..,21 ,.0031 (3.003 O .w I o005 0005
_.03 01 U 5014 11r18 07i D.-06 00310 0)03-1 0.031 ..

001.-"25 0.0-.1,.75 0•.R, j.030.51 0120 (0,1 0,,-.3$ 036 0 I
D03.15 4-2.20 024 (120) 0.1.31 011)_23 0.4 al03l 0.33 0.57

40 0.43 0.37 B.71 0115 0 .32 3.3 1.4t) 1t51 163
So.1 .41 .3.57. AM o1:6.15 3 - 711 15 2.6 - 71

20 906 1219, 1 5.33 3.46 71.SV, .
30 431 I6 5.I 3 0.90 I.1! 3ll 3Att 36( 3. 5 109)

.= -- ' . -'.-1

*r c or wet bulh u tdinu•ucrsor VC)

sut h idy .r0 .4 3 A 40 70 S0 90 5041

-7u-01- 0.12 0. 0.24 0.20 0.3{090.3 (1
W,0.3137.,161C0371 0AIX 0.394 0D.33 02 0.213
oil01 0.23 0.3 .JL 0.21 0235 0.33 04i 043 0.11 0.17

3) .37 0.4 0.4W 052 Ph5 S? 3. 061 0.61 0.&4
0 3261 0611 073 1 0.74 0.76 0.77 0.77 0.11 oil 33.Pt2
a o0,9'sV094 094 I0.94 *0-9 0-931 0951 0396 (1.97 (1.93

1.1 . 35 1 .13.2 I.I3 1.13 t.31 33t 7 3.33 3.31
0 3.62 3.3y 3.31 2.21l 177 J1  .. .I4

3) .9 .1ý39

le formulas used in calculation ot dewpoimnffrostpoint. mixing ratio sad
solute humidity amc prescuted in Appendix S.
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640002 Laboratory EquipmentX Non Disposable "
6I00 MOd•e2 "a -ar vendorPat No Flags
1(02198 [S243 VAISALA ME NOTES jlue,

,8S766-9 100.00 $ NONE NONE

Order Involves "Drip~or Flags Hazard Codes

4ONE _3ounetto NONE

Signature Authority

Account Il lie N o q1 Si at rg
I8766-90 1 10_.930.00 0617'97BELL, VICý_XI L: X -4te



Request/Order Form
Submit to Program TRR Catdholder for order piacemnevnL Only ill In unshaded portion.

Decito Mir. Iouantitvl Pimn Eachi Total S

I Vaisa'a Hurnkdity & Teqv Indicator kIt twm~ vaaisa 0000, -1!, ____

IQ Flncludes: HM141 Indicator ~k~.~ O0~

HMP45 Probe ___________

Connecting cable (see htem 21 _____ __________ _____

CarTr4.~c1 case? & NtSTeal Ceit ;Jsi.~i"O0

2 Connoctino cabla fo~r HTAV3C findctuda 1916SSZZ VaJSaIu 00001 $0o:.-
3Connacting cable for H?124 19164Z-Z ;aaa 000

4 HMP243 Extreme hurrV6amp H-MP243B2A MACC12CIA 1 Vaka~la 00003*..
___ Soec HMP 243 Tr~nmte ____ ______________

D fig i a l d i~ a 
.0__ 

_ _ _ _ _

Te-mPin cLwn in %nH ____I___ __

Tem o, rnge -40,C to 180-C 
- -- Sox__ 

_ _ __ _ _ _ _

luST ce0.0 _____ ____

and Tasimc Leader SgaueEmpgloyeeIzl Dalej S1sa

ISuggested Vendor Neame Contact Phone S aePae u ieCn~mto
L ' V kWller Kennedy 1189-U-1-7275 x-158 Daeacdru60eo;itnio

I
IS 8 SignalLmeTR;R N• --.re T~R Natro RICH STANL.EY I1Sials
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QA REQUIREMWNTS FOR SUPPLIRS OF CALIBRATION SERVICES (115/98)

I. INTRODUCTON

The services quoted upon or furnishcd for ibis procureimet are for the use by the Purchaser in connection with the
Civilian Radioactive Wastve Mimragct Program€n spoosorad by the US. Departient of E•ergy(DOE).

The services shall be provided Ii accardance with the Supplic's docmsented Q4uit Assrance (QA) program, accepted
by the DOE Office of Quality Assur=c (OQA) prior to the start of wo. OQA acceptance of the Supplices QA
program Is predicated on the degee ofcompliacec with tbe QA Rzeq t described in Section 1I and the Supplice's
agreement to meet the requirements described in Sections I and IV.

NOTE: If a cali•ration suppler's QA program mes the etqu*remts of ANSWCL Z540-1-1994 Calibrafion
Laboratories and Meauiring and Test Equipment-General Reqfirdmenfr it Is considered acceptable provided the
Supplier agrees to me•t any and all customer niiqui requiremerits described in Section H that may not bc addressed by
ANSIINCSL Z540-t+1994 and the requirements described in Sections M and rV.

Jr. SUPPLIER'S QA PROGRAM

The Supplier's documented QA program shall address the following topics to dte degrec appropriate for the nature,
scope and compexity of the activity. The supplter shall puvid•ej'sti• aon foc the eoa applimbity of a topic.
NOTh- Thec QA program could btae the form ofa QAmanul thatcrmtaima QA program description and iupb=lortnng
documents or a series of ir•plpareting documents with a nutrix dot refl^.cu how the Ioblowing topics ta addressed:

1.0 OrgauizatIo.

A description of the ' Supplues or•niztiol structure and esp ibilitcs for the personnel verifying quality
achievement must be provided. Personnel who perform vedfication of quality achievement must be
independent from those performing the work.

2.0 QA Program

Prior to performing the work, personncl" be evaluated to d•=rmne that they axe qualified to perform the
work assigned and rcajyc docum=end Indoctriradcna'aid fniag to assure uitable proficiency Is achieved
and maintained. 'he Supplier shall aw= that pers6týel are famillar with procedures andfor iastructions
pertaining to the work to be performed prior to itiating the wotk-

3.0 Pro=u.ement Contrml ,

The approach used to assure -tat technical ad q=1 ty quire=nts are intopomted into procurement
documents and changes to the doctmeuts shall be descrgid.

The methods used to docurent cvluatidoa ad lctioa of suppliers prior to the award of'a coutract/purcLUa
or&-r shall be de-c•rcbd. Meth.ds used toesure 61t w-ivd services meet requiren •s shall be described.

I 1I
4.0 lnstructions, Procedures ind Document Control

Activities shall be periormed In accordance with doz ted approved implementing documents (e.g.
procedure, instructon). The activiy shal be descnbecd 14 a level of detail conmnertsewat with the comnplexity
of the activity and the need to assure consistent and accýptablc resislts.

The process used for preparation. review, approval and control otinruplementing documents shall be described.
This proces MUsM include: tnthods used for cnu~gdiaonli die Istest revftictt is used at dhe wcrkricbc ard
methods ued to cnsurc thi: documents are revicwcd for pplicabiliry, correz.me,-z, adrqu:y. completeness.
accur'ey and compli:nce with established rcquitetrýS, The review s.ull bc pe:torrr.ed by individuals
technically compclent in the subcect area and ti•c 6eviCw •t•Al be pcrform. ed by someonc othc, tl=n &.c
preparer.
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QA REQU=&IfEMNTS FOR SUPPIJERS OF CALMRATiON SERVICES (I!5/9M)

5.0 Control of MeasUC rng 2ttd Test Equipment (M&TE)

The metho• used to assurt that M&Z icluuding equprent that €ontans soRwaxe or prngrainrm e
hardware. is adjusted and nacineaind as a &=It at prescribed intervals, or prior to use, ~agaast efreface
stadrds baving taccabiiqy to rianofly recog rad rds s=Hal be •d csrib aLbra'oz stcdad shal
have a p•esr accrcy thin that regaircd of the M&TE being callrated. IfS standard wih gree accnuey
doe= not exist or is unavailable, calrbration stundardswith cqial ae•:icy may be used fift can be show•'n to
be adequate for the r enikeents. The basis for'"ii ac cptace shall be docunecuted.

Calibrtion M&TE shal be uniqueLy Iden-ifed to provide tracability to Calibration data. The use ofM&TE
shall be documented. Measur= 4 be established to'prvent the use ofaut-9f-c.3.eli=on M&'r. When
M&Th Is found to be out-o.eaMration the validity of results uing that equipment sincc its last callbration
shall be evaluated. M&TE shall be properly handled add stored to maintaln accuracy.

6.0 Corrective Action

A coatrol system for denifying and docume.ting • lviations flrom lecmleal and qualty implmenutig
documents shall be established. Adverse conditio,_ shall be reported to appropriate angemen responsible
for the condition, who sl determine he6 €:tct of the condition and take corrective ations. Tbe Supplies
QA orgaiationor other idspendent orpa foArhalt a b tauthoriry td responsibility fr concrrin-g
that the proposed conrrctive actions satisfy QA prn pintrc uircnents; and verifyig tha tcorrective actious bave
been completed.

7.0 QA Records

Methods shall be established for specifying. prepaindg. ýand =ahfttinn =recrd tiat provide evidence of
quality. These iecouds sbha be protected from damage, deterioration or loss. The reqnuments and
responsibilities for record tansmittal, distribution, retestion. naintenance, and disposition shall be
documented.

8.0 Audits

Planed and scheduled audits to -e=* coutplianoc with the QA program requiments and to determine
effectiveness of the QA program s"all be pcrfoo•rd at least annualy. TM'audts sha be porormed in
accordnncc with proscribed procedures or cbecklists iby qualified peronnl who do nzot habve direct
rsponsiblity for performing the activities being audited. Audit results shall be documented and eported to
,respousible zmazagernenL Rcsponsble $fngn~1~all take action to Correct idesitified &de~cinic in
accordaice with Section 6 CorreffwAdn d follow-up acdo to vef corrective action shall be taken in
accordance with Section 6 Corrmc4f ,on.4

WI. GENERAL QA REQUI1.EMENT FOR TH=S PURCHASE

The following general QA requirements shall apply to the supplier for this purchase but do not necessarily need
to be Included In the supplier's QA program.

stmcONhAC'ImO
I. Te Purcaser shall be ntified if &t Supplier suboc yp of the scope of Work prior to issuance of

the sub-titet PrOCinemet doCeU=L Supplier pro=cnt docm=ents for services directly supporting this
work shall incorporate appropriate pardions ofhe Q& Pxrmr reqkoliemants listed in Section 11.

2. Where possible sub-dticr procurents should be with suppliers that are appioed by DOE/OCRWM Ofice

ofQuality Assurance.

NONCONFORMANCESAVORK CONTROL
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Qi REQUIREMENTS FOR SUPPLIERS OFCALMBRA7TON SERVICES (115/98)

3. Tbh Supplier sha•l noffy t•e Purhases ted.in contact when a cal~h'rted butrumeot used to calibrate ana
cert i aser equipment Is found to be deftctive or out-of-calibation.

4. The Supplier shall notify the Purcha~ser ( echnicai contact) when dme Supplier ldentifies Lay noaencfomjancts
(deviatons) from, the prourment docamet.,NonCnfOi'rManCe5 Wilte dhe Pruposed dispoition is "repair"
or "use as-l" a• rquir-d to be submitted to the Purchaser (technical contact) for review and cocurre=o.

5. When work cannot bc ae•so=plisd as dcscrib• d in th hzlpklmtg docuumcn or Ucsonrownent of=&
work woulvd result in an undesirable situato4 th, work shall be stopped imtl the sftuation is resolved by
management. Woik shall not r ume ute im lezoang document is ch=aed(ia ccrdan• e with Section
14 topic 4) or controlled by oother appropriate p ccsti=. Corrective Action eonconforance procs).

PURCHASER AUDIT/VEPIFCATION

6. Tne Purchaser or Purcha•er's Rpqentivc (DOM.•S. Nitafr Regulatory Coanissiou ( C or their
rresentativ) has the light to knpct and mluaft (udl1tsurvcll) dc work performd or being performed
under the pbase documien% u=d the. pr~redses1'wher ='' workis being performied, at all reasonable times and
in i manner that will not unduly delay 6h= work. If The buck= perfoms inspection or evaluation on the
premises of the Supplier or a subonuet the Suppfi shall fuxmish and sb21 requirc subonetractors to
furnish at-o kncrs in contract prce, all rrisoable facilities and ssistanme for thb saice ad conveniket
perfocrman•c of thesc duties.

NOTM: The Purchaser's QA progrun is regulated by Cte NRC and requiks that suppli-= of sVce be
auditd, as a etahinxm:cvey three yem. Ituls• reqvdrs anza evaluation to detdne if* more freque
audit is necessary. rn other words, the Supplier can expect to be audited soon ater contract award if no
OCR.WM audit has been previously perfonned, anden a theeyenrbasbisfter the ccstaudit.

7. Pu=c•aser verification activities shall not rdlieve te Supplier of the zresponlity for vermton of quality
achievement. I

MISCELLA•EOUS
S. The Supplier shall provide the Jurcbaw with azy revisios to their QA prograo documents prior to

lrnplerentnatl On

9. MwSuplerw kknfiy any spare: or zephacvnisrt puft or assmbties and fte appropriate technical and QA
r irenentstmfornoaoion required for they"

10. WVe softwuu is usred as par ofthe •,•-ibat" procss wblkhpvides results that ae not t -r'valdate4, the
Supplier shill Identify the softwar version %nd decrbe t&e method wed to verif that the softwxr is
fethening poperly and produces Mte Wtended resafts. Soa= version changes shl be checked to vaere.
that the softwar produ=e correct resuts. The'suppier thall keep a record of the validation of the software.

IV. R.EQ D DOCUMMN ATION ,

The following do =ncm leon is required

DESClW..O.. . .. SiS M AL REQUREMENT

Supplier QA Progr=m docuxmnct Subralt litest version with bid and th•rezfter revisions
toproram during the order and odor to start ofwork
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QA REQUIREMET FOR SIMPLIMR OF CAMIRATION SERVICES (1/519)

Cuertifite ofCelioraiion (for eqnipaznt calibrated by Saubcalt for acceptanc with the calibrated equiplent.
the supplier) alng with azy pertinent calibration data.
sheet which suppleentrequired octaion

QA Reo:rds vtzch as:, Rt 4uby the spplier for at least 3 years or util

dispositioned by Purchner.
haple'nenting dooCrrnts
cahibration documentation of sndarzds
qu•l t caio bration

audit zreorts
Corrective Idoc
softwe validation records
notebooks
logbook _______________________

The supplicers =ahcaliou &amnhati (e.&. Certficato of Clibraffon) sha! inclirde the following.

A. This Purchase Order =*aer

B. Nsme of the arpm6tion (company) peronning the calibration.

C. Name or Wfitifcation of the peron performing the ca•bration.

D. T•he date the cahibrton was performed.

B. ldcadicationh otfquipwe bei. calibrated (such is mfacurer, ype, Mode scial number, or other unique
identifier).

F. Identfication of babradoa sbpdud (such as ma- ' facrer, type, zmodel, =si number, or other unique

procedure or metzod tsed (includg revision nuzi or iffectivc datc).

0. Records otatsew camaiou dL'yahiner when b bot before adk a 3 ay xdjustrnentrs, enabling the
detcrminatian ofwhctha the equipmnt was, and is, riti'equifed tolerance or Acctiray~. If adjustments are
iCoeperforrcd, a secoad set of'data is not required ýCCl~r indiation Of condkiton when instrument is found out-
of-caibrtion, s ssubmittd and stwent or clear indication t'at the calibrated equ•i=et is within tolerance
in all opertingangwzg.

H. A statement that wo"& was performed im accordamc with the punchc otdet yment dor u the suppliers
QAproPMn - - 1,W!i

Records for this procur--n shall be legible, accurate. appro9Z .., t t o thwok acCoinpished. and 1daid able to the
ittra(s) or 2csivity(s) to which they appy xnd shill be stmped, IntledI or signed and dated a: cornpleite.
-Corrcu-ons to coopleted Rcords for this. procurement shall bciiidi by drawing a single lime throngb the changcd or
incorrect information ard ikscni the j-"w or correct Xlfor=U. The o. T zct onshIll aindude the tials or signau
of dhe ind~vidual. authorized to make the conrrction and the 6Withe correction w=z mide.
Cor.-cton of Reccrds for tlis procnmrnemt tint axre incomplete ..- legb shal be acccomplisbcd in one of the following
ways. I) Tracnrbc. rciezcrate. or e hne.¢ the illigible porfion, r2) Obtain a new, complete, legible record.
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Uri'venfty of Calfornia

Ij.Lawrence Llvermore
National Laboratory
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YUCCA MOUNTAIN PROJECT

PROCUREMENT DOCUMENT REVIEW FORM

Activity Number. Subject to the QARD: Yes 21 No 0

.-. Goods -Services - Both - Comnmercial Grade

Account No.: £.?Cc- q".---.--..Procurement - ICO

-Requisition No_-

Procurement Objective: -. )L,'fKSL5•

Jeli. 'p. few74-r /,; V

Est. Cost.:

,P- /I ýr

4. fi*~'

Requester~. AŽ. &YAX, /ý Ext-:_3? 7 /

I have reviewed the attached procurements and concur that they are technically adequate to meet the
stated procurement objective.

7 eY," -, -
DateTechnilcal Area Leader

I have reviewed the attabhed procurement documents and concur that they are within the scope
of the current LLNL YMP cost and schedule objectives.

Ac-cunt"Manager Date

I have reviewed the attached procumement documents and concur that they are complete and accurate.

Resource Planning and Controll.Anager .. f0
I have reviewed the attached procurement documents and concur that they

contain the -necessary Quality Assurance requirements.

Assuance-a er I, .... Date

I haveevjew~d n4•.a•prmv 1 tis Technical Services Contract.

CRvtis .64Lf-Iasr _nate

YMP 010; Rev. 7
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Calibration Laboratory
REPORT OF RE, LATIVE IH.MIDITY CALIBRATION

Report #: 98-_-1- 18-L7 S.O. N; 34710 Calibration Date:J18,
Instrument Mode):.• 41) •P46. Seral Numbcru'-T37LQ263fr4 1 50003
Instrument Rswge: 0 to 100% RH Calibration Procedure: 3-19-20c.doc
Accuracy: Relative Humidity; &1% RH(0 to 90% Rh), =2% RH (90 to 100% MH)
Temperature; *10.2 C @ 20r C DUe DateP: I year from above dale
Customer: UNIV OF CA-LAWRENCE LERMAOMRE
City, State-- LI.VE•RMORE, CA_ - I :

Calibration I formation
This unit was calibrated by cowmprin:g ia readings at 0.0 and 75.5% RH to a refcvnoe humidity instrment: Vaisala
model HlMP 233, S/N: P 1630-Q04. Addit•ol, intument verification chcc1-,ints awer= made at 11.3%,0 and 97.6%
luH, re5pectivly. Calibration and instnrmcnt verificationna' sNuc utilize dry rdzrogen and a set of Controlled
Aqueous Salt Solutions. Valsaa Sal,_ll: S -. Interval: 6 inonths. Laboratay amnbient conditions are naintaincd
at a temperature of 22 AidC with a relative humidity kcvel of50% 11% 1. Sensor stabilization lime is > 30
minutes prior to adjustment. Calhbratioa uncertainty is -1.46% l1M @ 22"C, The temprature is checked at ambien:
temperature agaiAst ITIST stancLud t-accable thirotgh a P-"50 (SNI 1297-030-59M). FRT AS]. T25/02 (SNO S257).

Calibration Data

Unit as Calibrated Tolerance
Temperature
Standard 21.1
Unit Under Test 21.5 :0.24 C

Humidity Acceptance Limits
Solution Nominal Value (UUT) (REF) (Low) (High)
DryNitrogen 0.1%Rl 0.1% r. 1.Vh -.90% 110N *l.0%RH

NaCi 75.5% RH 75,7% 75.7% - 76.7% %*l.0%P*.

LiCI 11.3% RH 11.4% 03-%• 1.o%RH

K2 S0 4  97.6% RH 96.4% _ 99 2.0%RH

Service Technician Scrvic epartment Supvisor

This calibration report is rucable to the National lstitute of Standawds and T ology through NIST Test Report
Number TN 259450 dated 9 Janua•ry, 1998. Due date: 1/911999. Vaisala's calibratlon system complies with the
requirements ANS.NCSL Z540-.- L994. This cenrffiCate 6n not be reproduced except in full, without the e-xpressed
written consent of Vaisala

Mai~ng address:

10)0 ConinicrccW:y M Fa.xG (7Sl) 933.)29 .i 1h.Jc
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Calibration Laboratory
REPORT OF RELATI-4E HJJMIDITY CALIBRATION

Report : 9- 9-1-1119-L2 S.0. U: 54710 Calibration Date: 11/19/98
Instrument Model: EM243 Serial Number: T4610028
Instrument Range: 0 to 100% R- Calibration Procedure: 3-19-20cdoc
Accuracy: Relative Humidity; *]% RH (0 to 90% RH), -2% PIH (90 to 100% RH)
Temperature; + 0.20 C @ 20( C Due Date: I _3r fromaov
Customer: UNIV OF CA-LAWRENCE LTVERMORE
City, State: LIVERMORE, CA

Calibration Information
This unit was calibrated by comparing its readings a2 0.0 and 75.5% RH to a reference humidity instinmcnt: Vaisala
model WMP 233, S/H: R .63 1 Additional instruýent veriticddon checkdoimn =-2t a, 11.,3% and " .6"
RH. respectively. Calibradon and Intu t vericatiou sequences utilize dry nitrogen a=d a SCt ofControlled
Aqueous Salt Solutions, Vaisala S/I: P3940O0. Interval: 6 monrif Laborator) ambiem conditions are maintar.ed
at a temperature of22 *-IC with a relative humidity level of 50%0,15 RH. Sensor stabilization ti, is > 30
minutes prior to adjustment. Caliratioa Uncertainty is "0.6% RP @ 22?C. The teipcrature is checked at ambient
tempe•rture agarist MST standard traccable through a F250 (SN9 1297-030-597). PRT ASL T27502 (SN# S257).

Calibration Data

Unit as Calibrated Tolerance
Temperature
Standard
Unit Under Test 21.4 *0.2 C

Humidity Acceptance Limits
Solution Nominal Value (UUI) (REF) (Low) (H-ig)
DryNitrogen 0.1%RRH 0.1% 011% M1 L19% -. 0%RH

NaCI 75.5% RHi 7A.9% 74.9% 13.9u. 1g.9% *i.0%RH

LiC! 11.3% RH- [11t_103 =1•1.0%RH

K2 S0 4  97.6% RH 9.6% 99.6 *2.0%RIIH

Service Technician SeV epari-tent Supervisor

This calibration report is traceable to the National Institutc of Standards and Technology through NIST Test Report
Number TN 259450 dated 9 January, 1993. Due date: 11911999. Vaisala's calibration system complies with the
requirements ANSI!NCSL Z540-1-1994. Tbis cenificate 'can not be reproduced except in full. without the e~pressed
wrilcen consent of Valsara.

Mlailing address,
lVsIs::Lt Inc Tel (f7801 933'-450A)
I00 Coninierte \',y Fax (781) 933-8•)29 4.19.0jb.a,

VWbburn. .•1A 01801I108 hzlp://lwvrwvals3l..con%
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Calibration Laboratory
REPORT OF RELATIrE ITUMhDITY CALIBRATION

Report #: 98-1-I1119-LI S.O. 5:471 Clibration Date:_11/19198
Instrument Modehl:.J-4L Serial Number: T46-10030
Instrument Range: 0 to 100% RH Calibration Procedure: 3-19-20c.doc
Accuracy: Relative Humidity; *1% RH (0 to 90% RH), *2% RH (90 to 100% w11)
Temperature; 4: 0.2 C @ 20 C Due Date: I year from above date
Customer: UNIV OF CA-LA WiRENCE LT-CRNfORE
City, State: LIVERMORE.'CA

Calibration Information
This unit was calibrated by comparing its readings at 0.0 and 75.5% RH to a reference humidity instnrunet: VaJsala
model HMP 233, Sh: R1630013. Additional instrment verification checkomints ere made at 11.3% and 97.6%
RIL respectively. Calibration and instrument verification sequences utilize dry nitrogen and a set of Controlled
Aqueous Salt Solutioas, Vaisala S/N P3940000 . Interna: 6 months. Laboratory axnbient conditions ae maintained
at a temperature of 22 *1C with a relative humidity level 6f 50%*5% R Sensor sbWilhation time is> 30
minutes prior to adjustmeaL Calibration uncertainty is A0.6% RH @ 22tC The temperature is checked at ambient
temperature against MIST standard traceable through a F250 (SNO 1297-030-597). PRT ASL T25/02 (SN# S257).

Calibration Data

Unit as Calibrated
Temperature
Standard
Unit Under Test

Tolerance

*0.2 C
21.4

Humidity
Solution
Dry Nitrogen

NaCI

LiCi

K2S0 4

Nominal Value"0.1%RH

75.5% RH

11.3% RH

97.6% RH

(UDT (RT)
0.10/ 0.1%1/

Acceptance Limts
(Low) (Hligh)

74-9-/ 74.9% -73.9% 75.9%

-11.1)6RH

*1L.0%RI-

*1.0%Rli

*2.O%RI-, 5.8%,'

0.AQL 12.3%

95.6% 2AL

\

Service Technician Serv epartnhent Supervisor

This calibration report is traceabi]¢to the National Institute of Standards and Tr ogy through NIST Test Report
Number TN 259450 daled 9 January, 1998. Due date: 119919. Vaisala's calibration system complies with the
requirements ANSUNCSL Z540-1.1994. This certificate can'not be reproduced except in fulL wvithout the exprescd
written consent of Vaisala.

l%1rigfl address:

100) Coniirer %N*2%
Wuhurn,.% 0AOS1.80-168

1'el (781) 933-4il)O
Rix (7781) 933.8&)19 .. 0hdu4.19t-01 h.due



Appendix 4: Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management
Supplier Evaluation Report.
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OFFICE OF CMLIAN RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT GA: CA

SUPPLIER EVALUATION REPORT Page 1 of 3.

1. PURPOSE: I
o1 Suppir HftowyReview EJAudit AnnualuEviation -o,.20020709.00o] QuAy Records Review 0 Scope Change 0 Remove Suppliero suvey 0 Program Change 0Oter

2. suppler Name & Address: Contact Name & T"te:

Vaisala, Inc. lerry Van Wormer, QA Manager
100 Commerce Way
Wobur, MA 01801 Telephne:

(781) 933-4500

Calibration of Vaisala manufactured relative humidity and temperature monitoring devices.

Qualty Assurance Program ProceduresiDocumeft (Including Tble, Revision Level, or Date):

Vaisala Quality Manual, dated March 2001 (effective February 2002).

SBSC Purchase Order BD01928

3. Restritins & Cornmlirnentr

BSC is prohibited to process any BSC procurement actions to V,,isala. See block 10 for details.

4. Remarlc:

This SER documents the results of BSC Supplier Audit BSC-SA-02-016 and the BSC QA Program review of the revised
Vaala, Inc. QA PrWgam conducted during the BSC audt. ,

5.Sth 0 Quawe 0l ouaried with Reeblction 0 Not 0uife

il

Nwd Evauation Due Date. _ _ _ _ _ _ Audit Due Date:

8. OAR: (Nam.. signature. and Date)

Michael A. Goyda

AP-'f40.1 ARev. 10(a2/2001
T7L ieJ

__________________________________________________________________________________________ I



OFFICE OF CMLIAN RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT
SUPPLIER EVALUATION REPORT Page 2 of.. .3

2. SUPPLIER NAME:
Vaisala, Inc.

9. CA PROGRAM E I . SAT UNSAT N/A
1 ORWANI _ _O

2 QUAuTY ASSURANCE PROGR.U
3 DESIGN CONTROL
4 PROCUREMEIX DOakEiT CONTROL

5 W91'EaENWt4 DOCUIENS
S DOCLAENT CONTROL
7 CONTROL OF PURCIIASSOITB ANDSERVICES
8 DENTIFICATION AND CONTROL OF ITEMS Vol
a CONTROL OF SPECIAL PROCESSES I I

110 INSPECTION
II TEST CONTROLA

12 CONTROL OF MEASURNMG AND TEST ECUPMENT "
13 HANDLtNG. STORAGE AND SH M -IP/G
14 INSPECTION, TEST AND OPERATING STATUS

15 NOCN RANE
10 CORRECTNEACTION
17 QULJTY ASSURANCE RECORDS .

18 AUWrTS
SUPPLELENT I SOFTWARE _____"

SUPPLEMENT N SAMPLE CONTROL I
SUPPLEMET EN SCIENTFIC INVESTIGATION "
SUPPLEMENT IV FELD SURVEYING
SUPPLEIMNT V CONTROL OF THE ELECTRONIC MANAGEMENT OF DATA VlI

1U. Iv1uS•tion KultEofTmis:

AudlSurvey No.: BSC-SA-02-016 Date(s): 02/26-2712002 Peftmed by. Michael A. Goyda

BSC Supplier Audit BSC-SA-02-016 of Vaiab", Inc. was performed on February 26-27, 2002, in Woburn, Massachusetts, to
evaluate the implementation and efffctivcns of Vaisa's Quality Program. Vaisala, Inc. provides calibration of relative humidity
and temperature monitoring sensors.

The audit revealed effective implementation of the quality requirements in BSC Purchase Order BOO1928, the previous Vaisala
Quality Program, Revision D, and supporting implementing procedures. The work performed for the Yucca Mountain Site

r ztion Project (YMSCP) was accomnplished during the period when this QA Program was in place. However, the audit
also revealed that the new revision of the Vaisala Quality Progtm, dated March 2001 (effective February 2002), fails to contain an
acceptable Quality Assurance (QA) Program to meet the procurement requirements that are imposed on suppliers of calibration
services to the YMSCP in the areas of QA Program, Implementing Documents, Control of Purchased Items and Services,
Corrective Action, and Audits.

As a result of me anmt, vaisa•a, C. wU De removed from me 0uzce or Civilan Radioactive waste managemenr tULCWM),
Qualified Suppliers List.
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Appendix 5: Vaisala Technical Notice on the performance of relative humidity probes at
high temperature (ANP 22003)
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TEST STATIONS FOR HUMIDITY AND
DEWPOINT

Test Station 1
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Technical Notice
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93-05-03

)l:O%RH

molecular sieve
T RRH
1o.B 002
5.22 -0.05
2.27 .0.08
0.49 -0.1
-1.04 -0.11
-2.57 -0 13
-4.12 -0.14
-5.67 -0.16
-10.33 -0.2
-15.24 -0.25
-16.51 -0.26
-22.86 -0.29
-30.33 -0.39
-37.09 -0.47
-42.99 .0,55
-47.78 -0.62
-51.85 -0.7
-59.52 -0.88
-61.05 -0.93
-66.28 -1.29

-19.05 -0,2
-8.43 -0.13
1.82 -0.08
11.87 -0,02
20.99 0.02
28.51 0.03
34.87 0.03
39.85 0.02
43.91 .0.01
47.28 -0.C3
51.93 -0.07
55.9 -0.11
60.02 -0.3
20 -0.5

di nitrogen
T RH
2365 -0.4
26.61 -0.39
32.64 .0.38
38.87 -0.37
60.59 -0.35
59.37 -3.3,4
71.2 -0.32
80.07 -0.3
90.78 -0.26
100.35 -0.23
109.94 -0,19
119.42 41.13
129.99 -0.12
140,6 -0.07
150.23 -0.0-2
160.14 0,01
170.31 fl
180.08 -C.06
178.64 -0.08
167.55 -0.07
158.38 -0.1
148.85, -0.14
139.57 .0.21
129.02 -0.29
121.53 -0.34
109.47 -0.4
100.24 .0.43
92.36 -0.44
80.85 -0.45
71.69 -0.45
60.86 -. 42
50.5 -0.39
40.62 -0.36
34,16 -0.34
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SSDOI.fS 931-05-3I

IV-tomperaturo dependence ot ma~xdmuný humidity.(1O... IBOt)

The measurement data fromr on•. device Is tabulaled beo0l"r.

T r1. IRHfat ecr.,
134.7. 32.23 32.25 .. 005
135.05 31.92, 31.97 C1.DSi
141.23 26.59 26.78 -0.19
143:4 75,18 25.21 .0.0,3
I d1568 23.78, 23.75 "J.03
147.52 22.56 22.51 0.05
149.3 21.53 21.45 O.08
157.77 17.31 17.16 0.15
15333 17.06 16.9"2 C 14
158.76 1685 16.73 0.12
162.6 14.96 15.13 -0.17
165.72 13.84 K4,W -0.16
1699q6 12.45 12.62 -.017
170.87 12.17 12.35 -0.18
174.79 '11.07 11.25 -318
177.88 10.26 10.4,6 ,..0.
181.15 9.51 ;.70 -0.19
180.32 7.76 ,.e8 -0.12 . . ... . -

175.72 10.9 11.00 -0.10
169.8) 12.61 12.66 -0.05
163.02 .1A.88 14.96 .008
156.48 17.53, 17.67 -0.14
149,68 20.z85 21,m4 -C.26
143.16 24.112 25.27 .0.46
136.96 29.42 30.11 .0.69
131.07 34.83 35.76 -093
122,07 45.68 .17.06 -1.38
10724 73.75 75.12 -1.37
111.52 A.A)7 6S,02 -0.95
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An1

-210
110 12D 130 140 150 160 :170 180 190
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All measurement data ame wvthin -*.2%RH.

V:temporalure dependence at low temperatures at maxamum
huricmidty

The rea'.,uram'.nl resul:,- are [lste below:
RtWlnd T 1 : eror 1 :Rhreif
89.15 -9,7,
86.8 -14.'
85.8s .14.1
82.2 -,0
82.09 -20.1
75.81 -29.,
75.83 .29.,
72.31 -34.,
69A9 -37.
69 -39.
67.46 -43,
69.09 .-. 0
75.51 -29.:
82.36 -1 9.
89.89 -9.6
93.41 -4.&
The results are

91
98

03

43:
43
9a
21
68

-1 .78

-0.581

0.92
0.94

0.33
I n1

90.93
8643
B6' 44

82L17
82.17
74.89
74.89
70.91
6936
67.99
6~5.66~
67o.29
74.91
82.7691.111

95.34
below:
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07-Feb-06 OCRWM Corrective Action Program Page:

Corrective Action

Corrective Action Report

Corrective Action is currently in this process step
CR Ntm Act,,oin Nt.m Step Entry D;Ine Step Step Resp Staip Owner

. .•.31 1 01 Completed N/A NIA

Routing Notes:
9/30104 Hank Greene Corrective Action verified based on Charlie Warren's verification statement dated 911/04 below.

9/30/04 (T. Vincent) At the request of Hank Greene. the responsibility for this corrective action while In the QA Verify Action step is being released in order to

allow another OAR to perform concurrence.

Charlie Warren, QAR (911104) - This corrective action has been verified to be acceptable based on the following:

1. An e mail memo from the Manager of Waste Package/Waste Form Testing to the LLNL-YMP Program Manager's representative dated 8W26/04
documenting conclusions from the CR 2247-001 report (memo attached).

2.. A commitment In this plan to address Impact to waste isolation, safety, and other work if any, in a revised corrective action plan.

3. A comm'itmenl in this plan to have additional actions added to the corrective action plan to address how measurement uncertainty will be propagated into
the data used to support LA.

Bill Watson (08/31/04) - Procedure AP-16.10 (page 48 of 58) requires that a Level B CR response must document the impact on waste isolation, safety,
quality, and/or other work. Therefore the creation of a separate CR to perform this act is a violation of AP-16.1Q. I have brought this to the attention of the
CAP management and appropriate action will be taken relative to the separate CR.

As discussed in the Evaluation tab of CR 2247. the extent of condition is as follows:

IMPACT

Impact to waste isolation, safety, and other work, if any, will be documented in a revised corrective action plan upon completion of testing and evaluation
described in the extent of condition investigation.

I
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07-Feb-06
F9 OCRWM Corrective Action Program

Corrective Action
Details Report

Corrective Action Re port
;Eat

Page: 2

CR Num
2247

A L*Oi hol UM
2247 -002

Ste~p Entry Date
!JiJ8 34-01

Step
::,np'oted

Step Resp
N/A

Step Owner
N/A

Therefore, CR 2247 will be routed back to PLAN CR stage to have additional actions added to address how the uncertainty will be propagated into the data
used to support the LA, Action 2247.002 may be closed with the completion of the review of the report prepared under action 2247-001; however. CR 2247
cannot be closed until the Impact is evaluated and documented.

Curtis Clower (08131(04) - Victor Barish, LLNL EAM. has initiated CR 3614 in the CAP system. This new CR will require an assessment of the impact of the
use of these RH data on safety, waste isolation, quality and/or other work, The required follow-up action(s) related to RH data will be Implemented and
tracked to comp!etion within the CAP system.

Charlie Warren QAR (8/30104) - After evaluation, this corrective action is being routed back to address the following:

1. The impact of this CR on safety, waste isolation, quality angor other work.

2. Specifically how required follow-up action related to RH data will be implemented and tracked to completion.

Action Details

I

Action Number:

Action Type:

Accepting Org:
Assigned To Org:

Action Title:

2247-002

Essential

Current Due Date: 8/13/2004
O riiiii~ ll 'u . 3 i,'"' !, ,

Date Completed: 8/27/2004 Date Closed: 9/3012004

Waste Pkg Waste Form Test
Waste Pkg Waste Form Test

Pasupathl, Venkataraman
Pasupath/. Venkalaraman

Milestone:
Site: Summerlin

Managenent Review of Extentof Condition Report from Action 2247-001

Action Description:
Curtis Clower (05112104) --Action 2247-001 will produce a report on the extent of condition for CR 2247. This Action, 2247-002, is to provide management
review of the report from 2247-001, and to set in place any additional actions necessary to correct the condition.

CADetailsReport



07-Feb.06
I

a
OCRWM Corrective Action Program

Corrective Actio'n

Corrective Action_ Report

Page: 3

CR Num
2247 )23Lr tu Step Erifty Oate

9I3012(iiI- 83 3-1 01
Step
Comp'ktud

Step Resp
N/A

Step Owner
N;A

This action will be completed by the Waste Package/Waste Form Manager Issuing a memo to the LLNL-YMP Program Manager describing the conclusions
of BSC Management reviews of the 2247.001 report.

Action Taken:
Curtis Clower (08131104) - Victor Barish. LLNL EAM, has initiated CR 3614 in the CAP system. This new CR will require an assessment of the impact f1 the
use of these RH data on safety, waste isolation, quality aindtor other work. The required follow-up action(s) related to RH data will be implemented and
tracked to completion within the CAP system.

Curtis Clower (08!27/04) - This Action. 2247-002. is to provide management review of the report from 2247-001. and to set in p~lace any additional actions

necessary to correct the condition.

This action has been completed by the Waste Package/Waste Form Manager issuing a memo to the LLNL-YMP Program Manager describing the.
conclusions of.BSCt tanagoment reviowsof the 2247-001 report-............. . . . . ---. -

That memo is attached to this action and is a PDF file named "CR 2247 Action 002 BSC Response"

Action Details

Action Adjustments

Adjustment Num Adjustment Title Proposed Due Date Step
., Ug- T-.NTS L•NKED TO THIS CORRECTIVE ACTION -*

Action Adjustments

Action Attachments

Filename Size Date
CR 2247 Acl.on 002 83, jRnspv ,apd. 32 kb

Action Attachments

CADetailsReport

I
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1. CR2247. Calibration of Relative Humidity Probes

Susan Carroll and Keh Bogen (8-16-2004)

1.1 Purpose: The primary purpose of this response to CR2247 is to establish uncertainty for
relative humidity (RH) measurements made in mixed salt deliquescence and chemical
transformation experiments conducted at temperatures' from 90 to I 50"C, which are outside the
Q-vendor calibration range of 20 to 60*C. Note thiat this CR is not intended to formulate or
investigate any general model of uncertainty in RH measures obtained using probes of the type
considered here. Such a model would have to cover a much wider range of RH and temperature.

The second purpose of this response is to give BSC management information necessary to decide
if additional Q-calibration capabilities and/or effort are needed to establish the safety case for the
license defense. Recent boiling point experiments show that the dryout temperatures for
common salt mixtures maybe significantly undcrprcdictcd by existing models. If this is true,
additional experimental data at high temperatures (>160C) and low R1I (<20%) arc needed to
establish the chemical and physical boundaries for water contacting the waste package. This will
require Q-calibration over this temperature and RH range.

1.2 Background: We have conducted two types 6f experiments in which we measure relative
humidity. One type of experiment is the deliquescence of mixed salts. These are used to validate
geochemical predictions of water chemistry on waste package surfaces, and have been done at
90"C (3 experiments), 1 lOC (I experiment) and 120"C (I experiment). The second type of
experiment is a chemical transformation experimeht that shows chemical processes, in which
water loss is detected by changes in sample weighi (Q-measurement) at constant relative
humidity in the chamber. These experiments have been conducted at 105lC, 120*C, and 150'C.

Relative humidity probes used in LLNL experiments are calibrated by a Q-vendor (Thunder
Scientific) at three temperatures (20, 40 and 60•C) and three relative humidities (15, 50, and 85
%RH) using a two-pressure system for humidity siandards. We cannot use the tolerance
specified by the probe manufacturer (Vaisala Inc.)ýof

.±(0.025 x %RH) 0.5% (1)

for "maximum achievable" accuracy independent of temperature when calibrated against a high
quality certified standard, because they do not provide data to support this claim. Furthermore,
the designation of "maximum achievable" accuracy is highly ambiguous.

1.3 Method and Results: To determine the uncelinty in our experiments, we conducted a
series of calibration checks from 90 to I 10C by measuring the relative humidity of both recently
calibrated probes (in use for _ one month) and probes idue for recalibration (in use for 12
months) in saturated KNO3 solutions for which the relative humidity has been independently
measured from vapor pressure experiments (Kracek, i928). We cannot make similar calibration
checks above I I C, because the maximum relative humidity in environmental chambers is
below the RH of pure KNO3 saturated solutions mhiriig the measurement physically impossible.



The range in temperature was chosen because the bulk of our experiments used for model
validation fall within this range. Results and statistical analysis are summarized in Table 1 and
in the Appendc. Analysis for each RH probe and ihe vapor pressure study show that each data
can be modeled as a function of three factors: (a) lrobe identity, (b) data subset identity, and (c)
temperature. Variances of each temperature-specific subset of the combined data were not found
to be significantly heterogeneous (Q = 1.66, df= 2, p = 0.44), and the estimated common
standard deviation is -1.6 (in RI[ units of %, n = 58)'independent of temperature. Slightly but
insignificantly smaller estimates of (again, temperature-independent) uncertainty were obtained
using additional information when the data sets were divided into two subsets:

1) probes due for calibration (12 month probes) and
2) recently calibrated probes (in use for < 1 month) plus the Kracek (1928) vapor

pressure measurements.
RH uncertainty estimates could not be compared with the RH-dependent "tolerance" definition
suggested by the manufacturer (Eq. 1), because a specific definition of "tolerance" was not
supplied by the manufacturer.

Table 1. Summary of uncertainty analysis of KNO3 calibration checks plus Kracek, 1928 vapor
pressure measurements (see Annetlix)

Model' 1 standard deviation 951,10, 991A %
: confidence limits confidence limits

Combined Data +1.6 %RH ±3.1 %RH ±4.1%RH
(Model 2, sets 1-6)

12 mo. probes ±1.4 %RH ±2.7 %RH ±3.6 %RH
(Model 22, sets 1-2)
< 1 mo. probes plus ±1.5 %RH ±3.0 %RH ±3.9 %RH

Kracek (1928)
(Model 22, sets 3-6)

1.4 Impact on LLNL experimental results:
We have conducted two types of experiments in which we measure relative humidity. One type
of experiment is to study the deliquescence of mixed salts. These are used to validate
geochemical predictions of water chemistry on wa.te package surfaces, which have been done at
90"C (3 experiments), I 10*C (I experiment) and 120"C (I experiment). The second type of
experiment is chemical transformation experiment• that show chemical processes. These
experiments have been conducted at 105'C, 1200C, and 150C. The calibration checks of RH
indicate that relative humidity measurements collected at and below 1IOC are accurate (as -±-1
SD) to within ±1.6 %RH. Based on these results, it is reasonable to extend this uncertainty
characterization to ! 20*C collected for model validation purposes. Relative humidity
measurements made at 1500C are conditional and should not be used for validation purposes. To
date, the only chemical transformation experiments have been conducted at 150'C.

'Model 2 refers to uncertainty calculated based on combining all or the data (sets 1-6 in Table Al).
Model 22 refers to uncertainty calculated from only the 12 month probes (sets I and 2 in Table At) and uncertainty
calculated the Kracek (1928) data and from the < I month probes (sets 3-6 in Table Al)

2



1.5 Conclusions
Based on the analysis summarized above, we conclude that uncertainty characterized by a
temperature-independent standard deviation of approximately ±l .6 %RH should be applied to
our mixed salt deliquescence data from 90 to 120"C. However, for chemical transformation
experiments conducted at 150"C, the %RlI values are conditional values only and may be used to
indicate chemical processes but not for quantitative model development or validation.

1.6 Recommendations for BSC Management Review
There are two corrective actions that can be made regarding the fact that the Q-vendor cannot
calibrate relative humidity probes above 60'C for experimental data above 120C. Resolving
this issue is important for license defense, because recent boiling point experiments indicate that
brines may be stable to much higher temperatures than previously thought.

1. Fabricate a 2-pressure system that allows relative humidity probes to be calibrated at
higher temperatures by the Q-vendor. This will require a trend for FY04 or be part of
FY05 scope of work.

2. Extend calibration checks to elevated temperature by conducting vapor pressure
experiments on mixed salt experiments that will be stable at higher temperatures. This
will require a trend for FY04 or be part of FY05 scope of work.

3



A1. Appendix: Analysis of RH data
K. Bogen 8/14/04

AI.1 Introduction

Three types of data sets supplied by Susan Carroll were examined relating measured temperature

to corresponding measured relative humidity (RH) involving: (1) probes used over a 12 month

period, three data sets involving newly calibrated probes used for one month or less, and a set of

standard reference data reported by Kracek (1928). The purpose of this study was to characterize

uncertainty in a much larger set of RH measures made by Susan's team at LLNL, specifically to

support assessments of goodness of theoretical-model fits to these historical data. This larger set

of measures was part of a series of deliquescence and chemical-transformation experiments

supporting the YMP project. All RH values measured in the latter series involved experimental

temperatures ranging from 90'C to 150*C, yielding non-extreme RH measures substantially >0%

and <100%. In contrast, the RH probes used in LLNL experiments were calibrated by a Q-

vendor (Thunder Scientific) at three temperatures (20, 40 and 60'C) and three RH values (15, 50,

and 85%) using a two-pressure system for humidity standards. The calibration data sets

discussed below were generated in calibration experiments at LLNL intended to address

uncertainty in RH measures made previously in deliquescence and chemical-transformation

experiments at LLNL using probes at temperatures exceeding those included in the vendor's

calibration range. The present data analysis is not intended to formulate or investigate any

general model of uncertainty in RH measures obtained using probes of the type considered here

(which model must reflect the constraint that 0% < PJa! < 100%), because data adequate to

characterize such a general model were not available.

A1.2 Methods

A total of eight data sets were examined relating measured temperature T (*C) to corresponding

measured relative humidity RH (%): four data sets involving probes used over 12 months, three

data sets involving newly calibrated probes used for'one month or less, and the data set reported

by Kracek (1928). For each data set, RH was measured at target temperatures of 90'C, 100'C

and IIOC.
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A1.2.1 Data Analysis.

Significance of each data-specific RH trend as linear functions of T was assessed by t-test of the

null hypothesis that b = 0, where b is the slope obtained by least-squares linear regression model

(Model 1) RH1 - a, + biT, and where i refers ýto the ith data set (or combined data set, as

described below) (Selvin, 1995). Regression slopes were compared by t-test or (in case of

variance nonhomogeneity) by Welch's approximate t-test (Kendall and Stuart, 1979).

Homogeneity of bl, and that of corresponding intercepts (a;), was assessed by analysis of

covariance (ANOCOVA) using F-tests to assess significance of variance reduction associated

with the nested comparisons: Model 2 vs. Model jl and Model 3 vs. Model 2, where Model 2 is

RHi = a; + b,•T, Model 3 is RH/ = a,, + bwT, iv and W subscripts denote distinct weighted mean

values, and Fdn.dn denotes a corresponding F statistic with dfl and df2 degrees of freedom

(Selvin, 1995). An additional related model considered was Model 22, RHI = a, + b,,jT, wherej-

values I and 2 here refer to data subsets I and 2, riespectively, defined below and posited by this

model to have common slopes within each subset. Variance homogeneity was assessed using

Bartlett's chi-square test with df degrees of fieedom (Snedecor and Cochran, 1989). All

calculations were performed using Mathematica 5.0 software (Wolfram, 1999).

AI.3 Results

Results of ANOCOVA applied to the 12-monthl data sets indicates that three of the four 12-

month data sets have common slopes (F2,24 = 1.67,p = 0.21) as well as common intercepts (F 2.26

- 0.015, p = 0.98). Subsequent analyses therefore combined those three of the 12-month data

sets, to yield a total of six data sets: two 12-month sets, three probe-calibration sets, and one

Kracck set. All six regressions yielded significantly positive slopes (Table A 1). ANOCOVA

applied to the six data sets referred to in Table Al indicated that bi estimates for these data sets

do not differ significantly (F5.46 = 2.32, p > 0.05), ut also that the corresponding a, estimates are

very significantly non-homogeneous (Fs,5 = 19.8• = 6.6 x 10"'"). That is, Model 2 (positing

common slopes but different intercepts) is clearly consistent with the combined data.



Table Al. Summary of data-set-spcific cgression statistics.

b-estimate b-estimate 2-tail
Source Set Model* Probe ID n (%/0C) SE* p-value

1 1 Al 7 -0.309 0.037 4.3 x 104

12 mo.
2 1 A2, A3, A4 30 -0.317 0.025 4.2 x 10"'

3 1 CI 6 -0.423 0.023 4.9 x 10.s

< 1 mo. 4 1 C2 6 -0.447 0.013 5.0x 10.6

5 1 C3 6 -0.383 0.009 1.9x 10.

Kracek 6 I 1 NA 3 -0.420 0.006 0.0087

Subset 1 1-2 22 see above 37 -0.315 0.021 -0

Subset 2 3-6 22 see above 21 -0.418 0.010 -.0
Combined All 2 see above 58 -0.351 0.016 -0
(1-6) L !
*SE = Standard error. Models are analysis of covariance models: Model I is RHI = at + biT, and
where i refers to the ith data set, Model 2 is RH, = ai + b,,T, where w and W subscripts denote
distinct weighted mean values, and Model 22 is RH, = a1 + b,,T, wherej-values 1 and 2 refer to
data-set subsets 1-2 and 3-6, respectively.
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Figure Al. (a) Data Subset 1, comprising data set ] (0) and set 2 (0) referred to
in Table 1, together with the corresponding Model 2 fit to this data subset (lines
with common slope =-0.315). (b) Data Subset 2, comprising data set 3 (0), set 4
(A), set 5 ( 0 ) and set 6 (V) referred to in TablI 1, together with the corresponding
Model 2 fit to this data subset as lines with common slope = -0.418; dashed line
is used for data set 6, the Kracek (1928) data set. Some data points overlap
approximately. The combined data subset-specific models (shown in a and b)
together represent Model 22 in Table Al.
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After adjusting for the effect of probe identity, the common slope estimate b', obtained

for all six data sets combined is given in the bottom row of Table 1. This slope value

(-0.351) is significantly greater (p = 4.4 x 10.0) than the estimate of -0.420 obtained for

the Kracek data set considered alone (identified as set 6 in Table 1), and also significantly

greater (p = -0) than the common slope of -0.418 estimated by ANOCOVA when the

Kracck data (identified as Subset 2 in Table 1) were considered together with just probe-

check data sets (3 - 5) rather than with the combination of all other sets (1-5) combined.

The common slope of--0.418 estimated by ANOCOVA when the Kracek data (identified

as Subset 2 in Table 1). Using the two data subsets indicated in Table I to define Model

22 described in Methods, Model 2 applied to the combined data is clearly a nested

(restricted) form of Model 22. The reduction in variance attained by using Model 22

instead of Model 2 was found by nested F-test to be statistically significant (F1 .5o = 11.3,

p = 0.0015). This result indicates that three factors--(a) probe identity, (b) data subset

identity, and (c) temperature-jointly pred ict measured RH in the data examined

significantly better than temperature alone. !The six data sets referred to in Table 1,

together with their corresponding Model 22 fits, are shown in Figures la-b.

Using combined data from sets 1-6 combined according to Model 2 (Figures la-b),

variances of each temperature-specific subset of these data were not found to be

significantly heterogeneous by Bartlett's chi-square test (c2 = 1.66, df= 2, p = 0.44), with

a corresponding estimated common standard deviation of -1.56 RH (%) units (n = 58)

and corresponding two-tail 95% and 99% confidence limits being A-3.1 and 14.1 RIt

units, respectively, independent of temperature. Using combined data from sets 1-2

combined according to Model 22 (Figure laý, variances of each temperature-specific

subset of these data were not found to be significantly heterogeneous (c2 = 0.25, df = 2,1 'I:
p = 0.88), with a corresponding estimated common standard deviation of 1.35 RIH units

(n = 58) and corresponding two-tail 95% and 99% confidence limits being ±2.7 and ±3.6

RH units, respectively, independent of temperature. Using combined data from sets 3-6

combined also according to Model 22 (Figure lb), variances of each temperature-specific

subset of these data were not found to be significantly heterogeneous (c2 = 0.20, df = 2,

p = 0.90), with a corresponding estimated common standard deviation of 1.48 RH units
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(n = 21) and corresponding two-tail 95% and 99% confidence limits being-+3.0 and +3.9

RH units, respectively, independent of temperature. The two variance estimates (1.352 =

1.82 and 1.482 = 2.19) corresponding to data shown in Figures I a and Ib, respectively, do

not differ significantly (F2 0.36 = 1.20, p = 0.31). Likewise, each of these two variance

estimates does not differ significantly from the somewhat larger variance estimate (1.5552

= 2.42) obtained using data sets 1-6 combined (F57.36  1.33, p = 0.18; F57,20 = 1.11, p =

0.42).

AI.4 Discussion

The observation that under either Model 2 or Mode122, temperature-specific subsets of

data were found to have homogeneous variances supports the conclusion that, in all the

calibration data analyzed (which, as noted in'the introduction, involve only a restricted

range of RI-I values), there is no evidence that datia variance depends on temperature. The

significant variance reduction achieved using Model 22 vs. Model 2 indicates that

information concerning the duration of probe i~se (specifically, knowing whether this

duration is _51 month vs. >1 to 12 months, and alsol knowing probe identity conditional on

probe-use duration) contributes significantly to the precision of RH measures achieved in

this study, and presumably also to R11 measures made previously using similar probes.

Model 22 implies that the RH measures made utsing the individual probes examined

differ from one another (i.e., are biased) consistenitly and substantially as approximately

linear functions of temperature. However, an RH measurement obtained (e.g.,

historically at LLNL) using any particular probe at'a given temperature within a specified

probe-use duration category (51 month, or >1 !12 months) is subject to a corresponding

residual level of uncertainty characterized by!an estimated SD value of 1.4 or 1.5 RH

units, respectively, independent of temperature If it is not feasible to define probe-use

duration retrospectively, then the alternative' (but statistically indistinguishable) SD

estimate of 1.6 RH units can be used, again independent of temperature.
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Appendix 8: Condition Report 2247 action CR 2247.002. Email from Bechtel SAIC
Company, Waste Package Testing and Modeling Manager to Lawrence Livermore

National Laboratory, Yucca Mountain Project, Operations Manager
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Pasu Pasupathi
08126f2004 12:19 PM

To: Curtis ClowerNYM/RWOOS@CRWMS
cc:
Subject: Re: Fwd: corrected: CR2247

User Filed as: ExcV/AdminMgmt-14-4/QA:N/A
LSN: Non ReovantCurtis:

Atached revision Is acceptable to me. For the presepnt, based on the conclusions of the attached revision,
BSC will use the uncertainty associated with the relativehumidity measurements to be +/- 1.6%RH (one
standard deviation) for measurements upto 120C. Above'this temperature, the RH measurements are
conditional and can not be used for quantitative model development.
Recommendations contained in the attachment will be used as appropriate in future planning efforts.Pasu
Curtis Clower

Curtis Ciower
08/2512004 05:38 PM

To: Pasu PasupathVYM/RWDOE@CRWMS
cc:
Subject: Fwd: corrected; CR2247

User Filed as: Exctl/Adrin~rfmn14.4VOA:N/A
LSN: Non fletevantHere is the edited report addressing (hopefully) your comments.

Curtis

Forwarded by Curts ClowerIYMRWDOE on 0/25/2004 05:37 PMSusan Carroll <carrol16@Ilnl.gov> on 08625/2004 05:12:21 PM

To: CURTIS.CLOWER @YMP.GOVcc*
Subject: Fwcd; corrected: CR2247

User 19led as: Exc1/Adrmgihmt-14-4/OA:N/A
LSN: Non Relevantl>Date: Thu, 19 Aug 2004 11:53:50 -0700>To: Curt Clower <clower1@llnl.gov>>From: Susan Carroll <carrol16@llnl.gov>>Subject: corrected: CR2247>Cc :

>B cc:



>X-Attachments: :Susan's *HD:246549:CAPAction 2247-001.pdfi

>>Curtis, I took care Pasu's comments and made a pdf file of the
>document, because the transfer of MS word from mac to pc was
>distorting the figure captions.

>Susan

CAP..Act~orL247-0Q1.pd -

Susan A. Carroll
Environmental Assessments Group Leader
L-396
Energy and Environment Directorate
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Livermore, CA 94550
925-423-5694 (phone)
925-424-3255 (fax)
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Appendix 9: CR 2247 Caveats for RI- data recorded in DTN read me files
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TDMS Page I of 2

Automatedd&.¶D 0I - lruset

Technical Information LL041001423121,046
L.L0O _2_,4..LQ..) .PView:

Qbaoge History
' 9RQ.oLr~~3o ad1map n

Title DELIQUESCENCE OF NA.K-CL-N03 SALT MIXTURES USING RESISTIVITY TECHNIQUES.

eWE MEASURED THE DELIQUESCENCE OF NACL SALT AND MIXTURES OF NACL, KNO3. AND NANO3
Description FROM 105 TO 180 C BY CORRELATING DROP IN IMPEDANCE (OHMS) AS RELATIVE HUMIDITY (RH)

WAS SYSTEMATICALLY CHANGED. THE RESULTS OF THESE EXPERIMENTS ARE DISCUSSED IN
UCRL-TR-207919. DEUQUESCENCE OF NA-K-CL.NO3 SALT MIXTURES UP TO 180 C USING
RESISTIVITY TECHNIQUES (IN LLNL REVIEW).

ACQUIRED CARROLL. S A -LAWRENCEAcquired or Originator /Preparer LIVERMORE NATIONAL
Developed LABORATORY

Qualification QUALIFIED Report Number UCRL-TR-207919

Developed (acqulred) under PVAR TDIF Submittal 18-nov-2004Verification procedures 0: expert elicitation . No TI umta
data verification is required

Preliminary? NO Acq/Dev! 13-aug-2004 to 31-aug-

Start : End 2004

Product NO Governing Plan SCP

Output

This DTN is Superseded This DTN TIC Activity
by Supersedes Numbers Numbers

8.3.4.2.4,1

Sources for this DTN [a "m This DTN Is Source to [(sypA

Software Tracking Numbers Source TIC# RPC Pkg ID Accession#
,,A "---- "" -- MOY..41209.:2 1

Parameters Comments

Disclaimer:
Parametefs Wled may be representative of the information
residing in TOMS andior RPC Refer to the applicable TVMS
components and RPC Pkg ID(s)IAccesslon Numbers for further
Weormalion

ELECTRICAL IMPEDANCE
ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE
ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY
POTASSIUM NITRATE
RELATIVE HUMIDITY
SODIUM CHLORIDE
TEMPERATURE

REFER TO README DOCUMENT FOR ADDITIONAL
NFORMATION (LL041001423121.046 README.PDF).
CAVEATSIL1MITAT IONS FROM CR 2247 - 1. UNCERTAINTY
CHARACTERIZED BY A TEMPERATURE.INDEPENDENT
STANDARD DEVIATION OF APPROXIMATELY +1- 1.6 % RH
SHOULD BE APPLIED TO MIXED SALT DELIQUESCENCE
DATA FROM 90 TO 120 DEGREES C. 2. % RH VALUES FOR
CHEMICAL TRANSFORMATION EXPERIMENTS CONDUCTED
ABOVE 120 DEGREES C ARE CONDITIONAL VALUES ONLY
AND MAY BE USED TO INDICATE CHEMICAL PROCESSES
BUT NOT FOR QUANTITATIVE MODEL DEVELOPMENT OR
VALIDATION. DATA DISPLAYED USING MICROSOFT EXCEL
V. 2000. 9/22/05: EDITORIAL CHANGES TO DATA VIA NO
MPACT IRAN NO. 5339-A - CORRECTED 2ND CAVEAT TO
READ "...CONDUCTED ABOVE 120 DEGREES C...'.

DIRS Doc ID Doc Status Ini put Category Q Status
ANL-EBS-MD.000074 Rev. 00 Historical Data [Qualified

http:Htdms.ymp.gov/cgi-bin/atdt/geLtdif.exe?dtn-num=LL041001423121.0... 2/2/2006



LLYMP0508043F - Date SubmltterlPdincipal Investigator - K. Staggs[S. Carroll - Date: 11118104 QA: QA
README DOCUMENT FOR DTN: LL041001423121.046 (TDIF: 317106)

" TITLE OF DATA: Deliquescence of Na-K-CI-N0 3 Salt Mixtures using Resistivity
Techniques.

" DESCRIPTION OF DATA: We measured the Deliquescence of NaCI salt and Mixtures
of NaCI, KN0 3 , and NaNO 3from 105 to 180 C by Correlating Drop in Impedance (ohms)
as Relative Humidity (RH) was Systematically Changed. The Results of These
Experiments are discussed in UCRL-TR-207919, Deliquescence of Na-K-Cl-NO 3 Salt
Mixtures up to 180 0C using Resistivity Techniques (in LLNL Review).

" FILE LISTING - The following files are available via the Download Native Data
File(s) link within the associated SEP Data Report:

LL041001423121.046.zip
DTN.LL041001423121.046.xls
LL041001423121.046 ReadMe.pdf

CAVEATS, LIMITATIONS, DISCLAIMERS, AND OTHER SUPPORTING
INFORMATION: Identify information that is of interest/concern to the users of the data
(e.g., limitations, disclaimers, misc. footnotes, intended use, etc.)

Caveats and Limitations:

1. CR 2247 - Uncertainty characterized by a temperature-independent standard
deviation of approximately +/- 1.6 % RH should be applied to mixed salt
deliquescence data from 90 to 120 degrees C.

2. CR 2247 - % RH values for chemical transformation experiments conducted
above 120 degrees C are conditional values only and may be used to indicate
chemical processes but not for quantitative model development or validation.

Supplemental Information:

Experimental design and information is shown in Scientific Notebook SN-LLNL-SCI-484-
V1, pages 1-41. Supplement I to LLNL-SCI-484-VI contains external and internal
calibration sheets, Experiment ID cross-reference list, raw data on CD, and validation of
transfer of electronic files to Excel format.
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LLYMPO508043F - Data SubmnitterlPrincipal Investigator - K. StaggstS. Carroll - Date: 11/8104 QA: QA

README DOCUMENT FOR DTN: LL041001423121.046 (TDIF: 317106)

CAVEATS, LIMITATIONS, DISCLAIMERS, AND OTHER SUPPORTING
INFORMATION (continued):

Publication Information:

Data from this DTN are used in publication UCRL-TR-207919, Deliquescence of Na-K-
CI-N03 Salt Mixtures up to 1800C using Resistivity Techniques.

Parameters for Native File Format Display:

Electrical Resistance (6648), Electrical Reslstivity (59), Relative Humidity (542),
Temperature (595), Electrical Impedance (6696), Sodium Chloride (7394), and
Potassium Nitrate (7393).

Revision History:

9122105: Editorial changes to readme document via no Impact IRAN No. 5339-A for
second caveat (changed at 150 degrees Celsius to above 120 degrees Celsius).
Added new LLNL trace designator to header. Added revision history.
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Appendix I 0: Thunder Scientific publication describing their two-pressure relative
humidity calibration process, which is traceable to a National Institute of Standards and

Technology standard.
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Solving Humidity Calibration Challenges In Today's Metrology Lab

Author/Speaker: Jeff Bennewitz

Thunder Scientific Corporation
623 Wyoming Blvd. SE

Albuquerque, NM 87123 U S.A

E-mail: jeff@thunderscientific.com

Phone: (505) 265-8701; FAX: (505) 266-6203

Introduction/Abstract
Two-pressure humidity calibration technology has long been the recognized standard for on site Instrumentation

calbration, test and verification. The goal of this paper is to provide a tool to help you as a metrologist take

advantage of the benefits of this technology so you will be able to apply the information to your daily laboratory

applications This paper will cover the operation and benefits of modem two-pressure humidity calibration systems,

explain how you calibrate them, provide some sample applications and a brief history of the technology.

The Importance of Reliable Humidity Calibration in Your Lab
Whatever your Industry, your end product is only as good as the calibration it has received. Therefore, the

equipment used to calibrate or test the limits of your end product must be first, a reliable, proven technology and,

second, be presented In equipment that Is easy to use and also easy to validate for optimum operation

parameters; preferably at your laboratory, In-house Whether you are calibrating transducers, tools for silicon wafer

production, controlling comfort levels in HVAC systems or are involved with the tight humidity management

required in manufacturing moisture sensitive products such as film, semiconductors, and pharmaceuticals, you are

stepping up your demand for increased reliability and accuracy in humidity measurements Today, calibration

systems are required to both obtain and maintain a 4:1 accuracy ratio. To accomplish this, humidity and dew point

hygrometers must be calibrated against a source of humidity at a stable test temperature

The most accurate and reliable method of continuous humidity generation in use today for the range of -5-98% RH

is based on the "two-pressure' principle originally developed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology

(NIST). The two-pressure principle Is used in the most accurate on-site calibration and verification systems. These

are mobile and self-contained, with an integral humidity generator that is capable of simulating a wide range of

temperature/humidity values with sufficient accuracy and consistency to maintain strict 4:1 calibration ratios In a

1 0-year track record, this has been the only system of its kind that can meet tight tolerance requirements It is still

the primary standard of choice for humidity calibration

Understanding How the Two-Pressure RH.Generator Operates

Flow meter 
Str TCh : R -b -ex u

"-IRegulior ýS--f~o ýJ ,hjmen*]-, _hw

SrceValv
Regtiator Flow H

ReceiverCotl

Presuaturaor

Figure 1. Operational flow schematic.
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The best way to describe operation is by dissecting the actual operational technology of an established system.
We will use the Model 2500 two-pressure humidity generator for this purpose Model 2500 is a portable, self-
contained, two-pressure humidity generator that uses compressed air of up to 175 psia (1207 kPa) provided by
either a portable oil-free air compressor or other equal source and directed to a receiver. The air then passes
through dual regulators, achieving regulated pressure of- 150 psia (1034 kPa) and is directed to a flow control
valve. Although the humidity does not depend on flow rate, the flow control valve is adjusted to set an airflow rate
of 2-20 slpm through the system. The flow rate is monitored by a flowmeter installed directly upstream of the flow
control valve Then the gas flows to a presaturator.The presaturator is a vertical cylinder partially filled with water
that is maintained at a temperature - 10-20'C above the desired final saturation temperature. Air entering the
presaturator first flows through a coil of tubing Immersed in the water, a configuration that forms a heat exchanger,
As the air passes through the Immersed tubing, it is warmed to 'at or near' the presaturator temperature Air
exiting the tubing Is deflected downward onto the water surface In a manner that causes circular airflow within the
presaturator. While passing through the presaturator, the gas continues to warm to the presaturator temperature
and becomes saturated with water vapor to nearly 100% RH.Next, the gas flows to the saturator, which is a fluid-
encapsulated heat exchanger maintained at the desired final saturation temperature. As the nearly 100% RH gas
travels through the saturator, It begins to cool. forcing it to the dew point or 100% saturation condition The gas
continues to cool to the desired saturation temperature, causing moisture in excess of 100% to condense out.
Forcing condensation ensures 100% humidified gas The saturation pressure Ps and the saturation temperature Ts
of the gas are measured at the point of final saturation before Ihe gas stream exits the saturator The gas then
enters the expansion valve, where it is expanded to a lower pressure, which is the test chamber pressure Pc
Because adiabatically expanding gas naturally cools, the valve Is heated to keep the gas above dew point while it
expands to the lower pressure. If the gas or the valve were allowed to cool to or below the dew point, condensation
could occur at the valve and alter the humidity content of the gas. The cooling effects of expansion, while mostly
counteracted by the heated valve, are fully compensated by flowing the gas through a small post-expansion heat
exchanger This allows it to reestablish thermal equilibrium with the fluid surrounding the chamber and saturator
before it enters the test chamber The final pressure Pc and temperature Tc of the gas are measured within the
test chamber. The test chamber exhausts to atmospheric or ambient pressure and so is very near ambient
pressure A computer/controller embedded in the system controls the entire humidity generation process:
temperatures, pressures, and system flow rate It also handles keypad input, parameter measurements and
calculations, data display, and external I/Os to rink to peripherals such as additional computers or
printers Temperature Control: Every humidity generating process requires precise temperature control (setpolnt)
and good temperature stability, These are ensured by digital computer control of the temperature of a circulating
water/glycol mix that jackets the saturator and test chamber areas of the generator The saturation and chamber
temperatures are governed by the temperature of this medium. The computer will keep this at any value from 0 to

70* through the use of PID (proportional - integral - derivative) algorithms.The PID algorithm compares the
measured temperature to the desired setpoint temperature to calculate the temperature difference (proportional);
the current rate at which the temperature is changing (derivative); and the accumulation of the temperature
difference over time (integral). Each calculation is effectively multiplied by an associated weighing factor, and the
three are then added together to provide a numerical value !This value, termed the PID output, represents the
percentage of the total available heating or cooling capacity required at a given time The value is recalculated
approximately once each second and is used to time-proportion heating and cooling devices. In short, the PID
output determines how long to apply power to a specific heating element or how long to open a refrigeration or
coolant solenoid during each one - second interval The flu d medium is heated by time-proportioning an immersion
heater in the fluid circulation path. Cooling, while also time-proportioned, is accomplished by Injecting a high-
pressure liquid refrigerant (R-134) from a closed compressorrsystem, into a heat-exchanging evaporator in the fluid
circulation path. Using PID algorithms for temperature control allows the fluid temperature to be maintained at the
desired saturation temperature with a slability to within - 0.02 0C over the operating range.The presaturator
temperature is similarly controlled by time proportioning. Heating is done by applying power to an immersion
heater and is bucked merely by the ambient temperature of the incoming airPressure Control: A computer



controlled electromechanical valve assembly controls the pressure control of the saturator. Saturator pressure is

measured at -1 sps and Is used as data in PID algorithms similar to those employed In temperature control. The

algorithms determine the required valve position.Conventional two-pressure generators incorporate three separate

pressure transducers: one for chamber pressure, one for lower saturator pressures and one for higher saturator

pressures. The problem with this approach Is that at low saturator pressures, a dual-drift effect (offset drift between

the chamber and low-pressure saturator transducer) can cause significant errors in the calculated RH.

The generator discussed here solves this problem by using only two transducers: one low-range for chamber and

lower saturator pressures, and one high-range transducer for higher saturator pressures. The low-range

transducer is time-shared between the chamber and the saturator when It is operating at lower pressures. Time-

sharing of the low-range transducer eliminates the dual drift often seen when using separate chamber and low-
range saturator pressure transducers.

Validating Your Calibration System
It goes without saying that the system you use to calibrate and test your product must, itself, be in prime

parameters. The easier it is to validate for optimum operation and calibrate to strict specifications, if necessary, the
more value Is added to the equipment. If a system must be sent outside for recalibration or a specialist must be

brought in, it adds to your cost of ownership

The ability to validate and recalibrate laboratory equipment In-house should be high on any metrologist's priority

list. It is not cost effective to have equipment in your lab that you can't calibrate yourself.

Simple Calibration
Since proper calibration of the temperature and pressure transducers ultimately determines the accuracy of a two-
pressure humidity generator, a good portable system enm!ploys an Integral programmatic calibration scheme.

Rather than removing transducers from the system and sending them to a laboratory for calibration, you just take
the entire system to your lab or bring the appropriate pressure and temperature standards to the system. You

calibrate the transducers while they're electrically connected to the humidity generator This "in the system, as a

system" approach helps eliminate systemic errors that might be induced by other calibration methods. Because all

calibration is performed mathematically by the computer, manual adjustments are not needed.
Calibration is performed on each transducer by the computer solution of the coefficients ZERO, SPAN, and LIN to

1
this simple quadratic formula:

Y=LIN.X 2 +SPANeX+ZERO(2)
Where:
X = raw count (or output) of the AID converter while measuring the transducer.

Y = desired value (the standard or reference transducer reading) for the transducer being measured.
The coefficients ZERO, SPAN and LIN are round by applying three separate, distinct, end stable references to

each transducer and then solving the resulting mathematical system of three equations with three unknowns

Since all the measurements and calculations are performed automatically by the embedded computer, you only
need to provide the three known stable references: one near the low end, one near the center, and one near the

I I I 1
upper end of each transducer's intended range.For a low-end temperature calibration point, you take the

temperature bath to a low point, ensure stability, and then e lter the value indicated by a standard or reference
. . I I t•

thermometer Repeat this procedure at two additional points.1 near the middle and upper ends of the temperature

range.When the three reference points have been applle Id,Ithel new coefficients for each probe are displayed The

coefficients for each transducer are stored In the system s nonvola tile memory until the next calibration is

performed.

You should run intercomparison validations on a regular basis. These tests must compare your equipment against

a chilled-mirror hygrometer, psychrometer or other know consistent humidity-measuring device, Use a variety of

humidity values and temperatures for this validation, and kleep current control charts on all the results to ensureI ( , FI
they are within the estimated uncertainty. Make sure this includes both normal trends and abnormalities because

this is the most accurate record you will have to indicate If tem'peralure probes or pressure transducers start to drift



from their required calibration. Drifts will also warn you of other operational faults, including water or heating
problems in the presaturator or saturator Water contamination, leaks in the gas path and numerous other issues

will also show up clearly if you have a basic tracking schedule established to easily pinpoint whenever points or

out-of-spec drifts occur. This should be part of your overall preventative statistical process control (SPC) to catch

abnormalities before they can cause problems

Field Trials and Test Data
A relative humidity uncertainty analysis 2 was conducted on the Model 2500 portable, self-contained, two-pressure

humidity generator used for data in this presentation, following NIST Guideline 1297. The relaUve humidity In a
two-pressure humidity generator of this type is determined from the measurements of temperature and pressure

only using the following formula:
RH = P, JP. * F. I, / 'F. 100 where P. = Chamber Pressure.

P. a Saturation Pressure,
E. = Saturation Vapor Pressure at Saturation Temperature,.
E. = Saturation Vapor Pressure at Chamber Temperature, I
F, - Enhancement Factor at Saturation Temperature and Pressure,
F- - Enhancement Factor at Chamber Temperature and Pressure,
100 = nominal saturator effcency

The study was concerned with analysis of the above ratios separately and then combined, within four specific

categories of uncertainty: contribution from the pressure ratio term P, /P. contribution from the vapor pressure ratio

term E, /Eg: contribution from the enhancement factor ratio F, F., and contribution from saturator efficiency

This analysis was conducted to validate the accuracy of performance using temperature and pressure uncertainty

calculations These uncertainty calculations of the Model 2500 two-pressure humidity generator served to establish

that the system is within the manufacturer's stated specification and that traceability can be established with NIST.

Full analytical details of the study are available on the Thunder Scientific Corporation website.3

Application Examples
Portable two-pressure humidity generation calibration equl rent Is in heavy use In pharmaceutical, aerospace and

semiconductor applications. It's also the number one system used by sensor manufacturers US Air Force, US

Army and US Navy metrology or PMEL" laboratories use this type of equipment for humidity calibration standards

The technology is also found in regular use in pharmaceutical production, semiconductor clean room monitoring

sensors, medical laboratories and in HVAC environmental controls. The range of applications is extremely wide.

The following are only a few examples:Chart Recorders: A test chamber can typically accommodate two standard

size hygrothermographs. Temperature/humidity data can be run at virtually any points desired and for any length of

time. Charts can then be compared with the printer output for analysis and adjustment. Once adjusted, either the

same points or others may be run again for verification Onsite calibration eliminates rough handling and exposure
of the recorder to undesirable temperature/humidity extremes In addition, because temperature is variable (even

while maintaining constant RH). temperature sensitivity is easily determined Chilled Mirror Hyarometers: A

humidity computer can be used to determine either the saturation pressure or RH necessary to generate a specific

dew or frost point. First. the generator is run to allow most of the gas to exhaust to ambient through the chamber
S II

vent. A small sample is drawn through the side port of the chamber, next through the chilled mirror head, and then

through an adjustable valve or flowmeter. Because the chamber naturally operates at a very small positive
II

pressure, flow rates of - I slpm through the chilled mirror head are easily obtainable Flow rate through the head

may also be adjusted by partially restricting the chamber exhaust.The entire head can also placed In the chamber

with the head exhausting to ambient. The slight positive chamber pressure forces a small flow of gas through the
head. Again, a flowmeter should be used downstream, with flow adjustments made either with a valve or by partial

restriction of normal chamber exhaust Environmental Testq A portable two-pressure humidity calibrator can

serve as a test bed for evaluation and R&D of humidity and/or temperature-sensitive products such as; plastics,

composites, film, tobacco, blood gas analysis, pharmaceuticals, soil hydrology, consumables, electronics, and

optics Depending on the temperature and humidity being generated, the system may operate continuously from



hours to months; the only limiting factor is typically the 1-gallon capacity of the internal distilled water reservoir

used by the presaturator to humidify the air stream With continuous generation of a nominal 50% RH at 21°C, the

reservoir will last about two weeks between refills When generating dry cold gas, e g . 10% RH at 0°C, continuous

operation Is possible for more than nine months

Portable two-pressure humidity generation calibration equipment is also a valuable tool in humidity sensor

research and development, hygrometer calibration, certification, and humidity sensor original calibration

certification. This technology is also critical In special long-term environmental exposure tests for weather related

calibration of atmospheric and land-based humidity sensor Instrument packages and for large volume humidity

sensor calibration production

History of Two-Pressure Humidity Calibration
Older methods of on-site vedficaton were accomplished by either using a portable transfer Instrument or

conducting full laboratory calibration But. using a portable transfer instrument that is first calibrated in the

laboratory and then moved to the site for comparison only provides a best ratio of comparison around 1'1

Although more accurate, full laboratory calibration using humidity-generating equipment requires removing the

instrument to be calibrated from its installation, transporting it to the lab and then replacing it after it is fully

calibrated, which can cause a wide range of measurement errors.Over the years. the National Bureau of

Standards (now the National Institute of Standards and Technology NIST) worked to solve these problems by

developing a two-pressure humidity calibration technology that would eventually become the commercial device

seen today in most labs worldwide. The origin of the commercial device In use today was a device developed in

1948 by E.R Weaver and R. Riley at the National Bureau of Standards that utilized pressure rather than water

vapor for the generation and control of humidity.The Riley-Weaver two-pressure device utilized air or some other

gas saturated with water vapor at a high pressure and then expanded to a lower pressure while kept at a constant

temperature The resulting relative humidity of the gas was the ratio of the lower pressure to the higher

pressure That method was improved upon by A Wexler and R D. Daniels, also at NBS. in 1951 with the addition of

temperature control. Using temperature control enabled Wexler and Daniels to saturate a gas with water vapor at a

given temperature and then raise the temperature to a higher value, allowing the measurement of temperature and

pressure to be used to determine the relative humidity.The combined two-pressure, two-temperature humidity

generators in commercial production today allow independent control of temperature and pressure This device

has been Identified by NCSL International as an intrinsic/derived standard since the value of relative humidity Is a

mathematical relationship based on pressure and temperature.

The basic principle for the NIST Mark 2 humidity generator involves saturating a continuous stream of air or some
other gas with water vapor at a given pressure and temperature. The saturated gas then flows through an

expansion valve where it is expanded to a lower pressure The resulting RH of the gas is then determined by the

formula:

%RH= fw(Ps,Ts) ew(Ts) P . oo0
fw(PcTc) ew(TC) • PS

Where: I
fw = enhancement factor ev w seaturation vapor pressure Ps = sat•ration pressure Pc = chamber pressure T.j =sauratlon
temperature
Te - chamber temperature

The RH generated by the two-pressure principle only depends on the pressure and temperature of

saturation and on the temperature after expansion. When these factors are measured and controlled It

permits precise control of the generated humidity Also. because the humidity generated is based solely



on the fundamental principles of temperature and pressure, no humidity sensors are needed to measure

it.
NCSL International has published a Recommended Practice for Intrinsic/Derived Standards (RISP-5) on
the two-pressure, two-temperature humidity generator,1

Conclusion
Increasingly stringent testing and calibration will be needed to meet the requirements of new
technologies being developed for a wide range of instrumentation and devices - some yet unknown. As a
metrologlst, you must always stay one step ahead of these requirements for your specific Industry.
Today, you can be assured that at least In the area of humidity calibration and testing, the technology will
allow you to keep pace with your accelerating industry requlrements.Two-pressure humidity generation
technology Is proven and traceable to NIST standards and the portable equipment Integrating the

technology has been designed to meet the strict requirements of all laboratory humidity calibration
applications Better yet, this equipment can be easily validated and recalibrated in your lab without calling

in your original outside vendor. When calibration Is done, you can be satisfied that your system will meet
our toughest specification, just as it did when it was first delivered It to your lab
This translates into ultimate reliability: the capability of modem portable two-pressure humidity
generatorlcalibrabon systems to provide the highest standard for all laboratory calibrations on a
continuing basis

I - RJSP-5 is available from NCSL International, 180D 30th Street, Suite 305B, Boulder,
CO 80301-1026, tel 303-440-3339, fh 303-440-3384. A full list of NCSLI
Recommended Practices and othcrunetrology training information is available at
www.ncstintemational.org.
2 - Relative Humidity Uncertainty analysis of the Thunder Scientific Model 2500 Two-
Pressure Humidity Generator, by Bob Hardy, Tbunder Scientific Corporation,
Albuquerque, NM, U.S.A.
3 - Thunder Scientific Corporation' website www.thunderscientifie.com

Copydghi 0*2003 Thunder Saen Uric Corporalion AN Rights Reserved
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1.0 PURPOSE

1.1. This technical implementing proccdure (TIP) describes the process to calibrate
relative humidity (RH) probes used in high temperature applications using a Bi-
Thermal System.

2.0 SCOPE

2.1 This procedure is applicable to LLNL Personnel assigned to the Yucca Mountain
Project. It addresses the calibration ofVaisala TemperaturefRelative I lumidity
probes used in scientific experiments at temperatures from 115 to 160 degrees
Celsius.

3.0 RESPONSIBILITIES

3.1 The Principal Investigator (PI) or designee is responsible for the implementation of
the methods described in this procedure and maintaining scientific notebooks
and/or electronic recording media records.

3.2 The Technical Area Leader (TAL) is' responsible for verifying that this procedure
meets the objectives of the planning documents and that work proceeds according
to this TIP.

3.3 The YMP Engineering Assurance Manager is responsible for monitoring the
implementation of this TIP and to ensure its continuing effectiveness and
applicable controls.

4.0 CONCEPT OF THE BI-THERMAL RH CALIBRATION SYSTEM

4.1 The bi-thermal apparatus (see attachment 1; figure 1) for relative humidity
calibration at temperatures between 115 and I80'C is a modification of a bi-thermtal
system developed by Stokes and Robins0n (1947) to measure water activity (or
relative humidity) in electrolyte solutioipis.` We use the hi-thermal apparatus to
calibrate the relative humidity probes by equilibrating water vapor bctv%,cn NVo
vessels at two different temperatures. The lo%ý'er temperature reservoir contains
boiling purc liquid water at I 00*C; the hiigher temperature reservoir contains only a
vapor phase (no liquid water is present). The water vapor pressure will be the same
in the two reservoirs after it is allowed to diffuse for a sufficient period of time.
However, the water vapor pressure in the higher temperature reservoir p,.T2) will be
below saturation at that temperature. Atequilibrium,

P,.(M) = p'W (Tý) • 1

The relative hmnidity in the lower temperature reservoir will always be 100 % at the
liquid water/water vapor interface. In the higher temperature reservoir the relative
humidity is given by
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% RHr2 1O0(p,,(T 2)/ p'(T,)) (2)

Substitution of equation (1) into (2) yields an expression for the relative humidity of
the higher temperature reservoir as a unique ratio of the saturation vapor pressures of
pure water at the two temperatures 7ý and Ti:

% RHT. =l00{ p'(Tj)t p"(T2) (3)

We use the temperature dependence of vapor pressure of water from the steam tables
in the Ilandbook of Chemistry and Physics (R. C. Weast (liditor-in-Chief) CRC
Handbook of Chenistry and Physics (CRC Press, Boca Raton, Florida, 1987-1988),
pages - 119, B-130, B-131, D-189, D-190) as our standard, because no NIST standard
is available for the calibration of relative humidity probes to temperatures above 60'C.
Use of the steam tables as a standard has been qualified as product output in the
Environment on the Surfaces of the Drip Shield and Waste Package Outer Barrier
AMR (BSC 2004a, DTN: LL040601512251.103). Additionally the steam tables are
built into NUFT 3.0 code :used to calculate the thermal budget of the repository'.
Determination of percent relative humidity from the steam tables still requires that the
temperature probes are calibrated against a NIST traceable standard. The bi-thermal
apparatus allows calibration from I00°C and 10'ORH to 180"C and 10%Rfl An
M&TE Justification has been prepared and appended to this TIP to provide
authorization for calibration in this manner (See Attachment 4).

5.0 EQUIPMENT

5.1 Bi-Thermal RH Calibration System is shown in attachment I figures 1-4 and consist
of the following items:

5.1.1 A computer based data acquisition system with the follow setup:

5.1.1.1 Dell Optiplex GS260 running Window 2000 Professional version
5.00.2195 Service Pack 4

5.1.1.2 Data acquisition softviare; DasyLab version 7.00.05 (DASYTec
USA). DasyLabs software is used for temperature control and
display and is exempt from qualification in accordance with LP-
SI.IIQ-BSC, Section 2.1.2.

5.1.1.3 lOtech DaqBook 2000A

5.1.1.4 DBK84 Thermocouple Module

5.1.1.5 DBK42 5B Signal Conditioning Chassis

5.1.1.6 513 RTD modules model SCM51334-03

5.1.1.7 DBK5 4 channel currenit output card

BSC (Bechtel SAIC Company) 2004b. Multiscale Thermohydrologic Model. ANL-EBS-MD-000049 REV 02.
Las Vegas, Nevada: Bechtel SAfC Company. ACC: DOC.20041014.0008
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5.1.1.7 DBK5 4 channel current output card

5.1.2 Two convection ovens. VWR Model 1330FZZ. are used for uniformed
heating of the saturator and non-condensing test vessel.

5.1.3 Two 1000 ml multi-port flasksare used for the saturator and non-condensing
test vessel.

5.1.4 Two temperature controllers are used to control the temperature of thc
interconnecting tube.

5.1.5 Various heaters and temperatuie sensors (not requiring qualified calibrations)
arc used throughout the systemfor heating. controlling, and monitoring of
select areas or components.

5.1.6 High temperature (?2_00C) heat transfer fluid (silicone oil)

5.1.7 High precision thermometer and probe(s) are used to measure the
temperature in non-condensing test vessel to calibrate die Rif meter against
the steam tables. It is also used for conventional temperature calibration of
RH meter temperature probes.

5.1.7.1 The high precision thegmometer and temperature probe(s) require a
combined (reader and probe) accuracy better than 0.07"C. For
qualified measurements of temperatures the probe shall be equal to
or less than W' in diam-eter to insure rapid temperature response, at
least 6" long, and designed for wet or very humid environments at
elevated temperatures between 100 and 1 80"C.i

5.1.7.2 The high precision thehnometer and probes are calibrated by a
supplier listed on the OCRW\M QSL and are traceable to NIST.i

5.2 Changes in equipment, setup, and software can be made as long as it meets
specification identified in this TIP, does not degrade the performance of the system,
and does not reduce the accuracy of the measured data. Changes should be recorded
and identified in the notebook and may'require changes to this TIP in accordance
with 033-YIP-QP 5.0.

5.3 Equipment referenced in this TIP that reNiires an operator to perform an operation
according to manufactures instructions •orguidelines must have the operating manual
for this equipment submitted to document'control. See Section 15.3 for listing of
controlled documents. K

6.0 OVERVIEW OF CALIBRATION PROCES il,

6.1 Relative humidity measurements requir ;that both water vapor and temnperature be
measured. To ensure accurate RI- ica m irements the RH meter vapor or moisture
sensor and the temperature sensor mustjb. operating properly. Since the measured
RH is calibrated against RI-i calculated from the steam tables and the measured
temperature, it is essential that the temperature probe be cvaluated for accuracy
against a NIST traceable temperature probe. Once the RII meter temperature probe
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is calibrated against a NIST traceable source it can be used to calculate the RH of the
atmosphere surrounding the RH sensor.

The following sections define the processes for checking the calibration of the RI I
meter temperature probe at temperature between 100-1 80°C (this range can be
extended from ambient temperatures to' 180'C) and the RE calibration process.
Various heat sources can be used to ch eck the calibration of the RHi meter
temperature probes, as described in section 7.0 of this "lIP, to accommodate the
different probe configurations.

Although this TIP describes calibration of RH probes from 115 to 180'C, probes will
require periodic adjustments due to drift over lime. For this reason, all RH units
must be properly adjusted and calibrated at lower temperatures by an approved YMP
laboratory. At the time of writing this TIP, Thunder Scientific is the only calibration
laboratory, on the qualified suppliers list for the YMP that can meet the rcquirements
to calibrate and adjust this unit at low temperatures.

7.0 SETUP OF RIl METER TEMPERATUIRE PROBE

7.1 The precision of RH measured is tied to tile precision of the thermometer because
water saturation is dependent on temperature. 'Highest degree ol precision is
achieved by validating temperature probes in an oil bath. This method can only be
used for RH units with separate temperature probes.

7.1.1 The RHI meter temperature probes can be validated in an oil bath against a
NIST traceable thermometer and probe as required in section 5.1.7 of this
TIP. An oil bath with a stirrer or recirculation pump, temperature stabilit%

equal to or better than -Wt0.I0°C/min, a! reservoir that is • three inches across
and will hold > four inches of oil can be used fur this process.

7.1.2 1 Iigh Temperature silicone oil or sjinilar heat transfer medium rated for
heating to 200'C shall be used i: the 6aith.

7.1.3 The high precision temperature prb•e and RH meter temperature probels)
under test shall be supported near thcý'ccnter of the oil bath with at least ''
separation (to allow the oil to flow jbetween them). The probes under test
shall be immersed down into the oil'at least 114 of their length. The N IST
traceable thermomneter probe shall ýcijn the center of the probes (if only one
probe is being tested the high pretidscntempcratttre probe will be placed
approximately ¼, away from this probe in any direction) with the ltip ofthe
probe at the same level as the tip(s of the probes under test.

7.1.4 If the bath is to be heated unattei'ded for prolonged periods (>4hrs) then a
.secondary temperature control or high ilimit temperature cutoff shall be used
to prevent the oil from exceeding the i n aximum operating temperature of the
probes or system components.

F'
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7.2 Several of the RI-I units contain RHt and temperature probe combinations in a single
unit. For these units it is not possible to validatc the temperature probe in an oil bath.
so it is necessary to use dry. heated air.'

7.2.1 The RHI meter temperature probes cIan be validated in dry heated air against a
NIST traceable thermometer and probe as describe in section 5.1.7. [lhe dry
heated air chamber constructed Tromn common lahoratory equipment or a
manufactured unit with stabilit) equal to or better than ±0.1J0C per minute
and a chamber that can support the RH Meter temperature probe so that the%
do not contact the walls of the chamber. See Attachment 1 for a description
of laboratory equipment used.

7.2.2 If the dry air chamber is to operate unattended for prolonged periods ('-4hrs)
then a secondary temperature contr6l or high limit temperature cutoff shall be
used to prevent it from exceedini_ the maximum operating temperature of the
probes or system components. i

7.3 As an alternate to an oil bath or heated iair, a dry block heater or fluidized sand bath
that has a uniformed temperature and thermal stability better than ±0.1 (PC/min
(measured against the NIST traceable thermometer and probe required in section
5.1.7) can be used to validate the RH1 meter temperature probes.

7.3.1 The dry block heater or fluidized sand bath must accommodate the
temperature and thermal stabilihty requirements identified above and contain
the physical openings needed to: accommodate the RI l"temp probes.

8.0 RII METER TEMPERATURE PROBE CALIB RATI ON PROCESS

The following temperature calibration process shatl be condlucied 'regardiles. o( the t.r)pe n'vf ui?
used as a stable heal source.

8.1 The probe(s) shall be calibrated at a miinunium of four temperature points <81WC and
separated by a minimum of 25°C or 25%ýo of the range of calibration.

8.2 The fbllowing information will be recoided on the Temperature Probe Calibration
sheet in attachment 2:

8.2.1 The date of this calibration and operators name.

8.2.2 RH probe model, serial number.i:

8.,2.37 Approved YMP calibration RH i IDb M(NIST standards laboratory
calibration and adjustment), dat, if ahbration, and calibration due date.

8.2.4 NIS"I traceable precision thermolmeter and probe(s) approved YNMP
calibration JD.,, date of calibrat•, n and calibration (Je date.

8 3 Calibration and accuracy of RH meter tcmpcra tire probes will be made and recorded
in the Temperature Probe Calibration S~t (e A ttachment 2) as follows:
8.3.1 At least three temperature readin'ls ssla11 be recorded from the NIS'T traceable

precision thermometer probe(s) and the RH meter temperature probe(s) under
test at selected intervals >10 seconds apart on the Temperature Probe
Calibration Sheet (attachment 2).
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8.3.2 Average these readings for each temperature point and compared them
against the high precision temperature thermometer to determine the RN
meter temperature probe error.

8.3.2.1 The RH meter temperature probe error will he calculated by
subtracting the RII probe meter temperature reading from the NIST
traceable thermometer ad recorded as the absolute value or with a
plus or minus (±) prefix for this result.

8.3.3 l11)e average of the readings, the calculated error for each probe, and if this
error is acceptable (the criterion for acceptance is ±0.2°C unless otherwise
specified by the principle investigator) shall be recorded on the Temperature
Probe Calibration Sheet. Use of different acceptance criteria will be justified
and documented in the scientific notebook.

8.3.4 The completed sheet shall be signed'and placed in the notebook supplement
for the Bi-Thermal RH Calibration System.

9.0 SETUP OF THE HI-THERMAL RH CALIBRATION SYSTEM

9.1 Insert the probes from the RII meters into the non-condensing test vessel at rotom
temperature and support them at mid height in the vessel by silicone stoppers. Insert
a RIJ meter that has separate RII and temperature probes through the sairie port,
positioning the probes away from the sidewall of the vessel (straight down or slightly
inboard from the axis of the port through which they are inserted).

9.2 Fill the saturator vessel to the top mark (see attachment 1; figure 3) with distilled or
deionized water by injecting it into the saturator with the attached syringe and
tubing.
ATTENTION: For the following steps D)O NOT pull out the syringe phunger with
the syringe connected to the tube. This wilt cause ambient air to be pulled into the
non-condensing vessel. The syringe should be removed fr'om the tube. filled with
deionized or distilled water, reconnected to the tube, and plunger depressed. There
are two marks half way up on the vessel indicating the minimum and maximum
water level required during the calibration process.

9.3 Ensure that all ports on the saturator and non-condensing test flasks are closed and
that the silicone stoppers are firmly pressed into the port and sealed around wires.
probes, or tubes.

9.4 Power up the Ri! probes as described in the Vaisala manufacturer's operations
manuals and ensure that they are working. All temperature and RH readintg should
be similar if conditions inside the non-condensing vessel are at ambient temperature
and R11.

10.0 OPERATION OF BI-THERMAL RH CAL16RATION SYSTEM

10.1 Turn on the lotech data acquisition modular units and the computer.
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10.1.1 Start DasyLab7 and open the "Bi-Therinal RI-I Cal System Program"
worksheet. The program should appear as shown in attachment I figure 5 of'
this TIP.

10.2 After opening the worksheet file and with the program stopped (square indicator in
the upper left hand corner of the window should be gray) select the Experimental
Settup under Experiment in the tool bar and ensure that the following program
parameters are set:

10.24.1 Global settings: -

10.2.1.1 Sample Rate.channel to 50.0 hertz

10.2.1.2 Block size to 1

10.2.1.3 PC Clock selected

10.2.2 Driver Settings

10.2.2.1 Buffer set to 4096 Khytcs I

10.2.2.2 Isolated Series selected

10.2.2.3 Block per series set to 1I

10.2.2.4 Delay in seconds set to 0.1 seconds

10.3 Set the Data store to off by selecting the OFF button in the "SwitchOO" window in
the lower left hand corner of the program window.

10.4 Set the temperature setting switch to zero by selecting the "0" button in the "Coded
Switch 0" window.

10.5 With the probe loaded in to the non-condensing test vessel and the saturator filled in
accordance with section 9.0, perform the foldwing steps:

10.5.1 Close the non-condensing oven door and ensure that it is latched

10.5.2 Set the external control by-pass switch to the OFF position.

10.5.3 Set the oven temperature control to approximately 7.2 on the dial.

10.5.4 Set the over temperature control'to approximately 7.8 on the dial.

10.5.5 Set the power switch to the ON posiuon.
10,6 Start the Bi-Thermal RH Cal System Progran" in DasyLabs by selecting the play

arrow in the upper left hand side of the prograam window. Ensure that program is
running by reviewing the temperature displai and chart windows.

10.6.1 Select the highest temperature required... for calibration of the probe by
clicking on the proper button in tilt ',Coded Switch 0" window.
NOTE: The interconnecting tube heaters can be started at this point (see
section 10.7 for instructions on sla'i 1'g the interconnecting tube heaters).
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10.6.2 There may be a difference as mu h uI a+7°C between the measuredS'K

temperature and selected temperature when the svstem starts to stabilize. The
non-condensing vessel must staHlize 'It this offset temperature for at least 4
hours. This temtperature is disiptlaed I n the "Test Fessel Air" in the "0)
Temips " it'indo' tinine tipper left hand side of the progrwn ihino '. 77ýw
vessel air temperature it-ill not exact l, match the selected temperea/re. hut if
operating properliy should be wirthin T'C. The stabhilization period of 4 hours
is only required for the initial hi'tingi up of the probes to ensure thai atll

01reas of the vessel are well aboe the wcondensate point of ivater.
Check that the temperature is stable by the round indictor in the Status Lamp
"Comparator Switch 0"' window on the left hand side of the program window.
or by observing that the termperatutre is not fluctuating more than a 0.0 1"C per
minute. Monitor the system during wvan up to ensure that it does not exceed
I 80°C or the maximun operating temperature of the probe(s) under test
wh&ichever is less.

10.6.2.1 The top graph ("Q Termps") in the program windov can be used to
verifv that the temperature has stabilized. The scale can be adjusted
with the program running by, clicking on the -y" axis and entering
into the pop window the proper parameters (see the DasyLab 7
operation manual for details On this process).

10.7 Start the interconnecting tube temperature controller and set the temperature to
160TC according the controller manual.1 Ensure that the upper temperature or alarm
limits are set to <2Q(1PC and that the loop break is set to < 60 minutes.

10.7.1 Allow the interconnect tube to stabilize for 2 hours at the 1600C ±5"C
NOTE: the interconnecting tube heat controllers can be started while the now-
condensing vessel is heating up,lbut must not be left on unattended lbr more
than 4 hours.

10.8 Start the saturator oven as follows:

10.8.1 Close the door.

10.8.2 Set the oven temperature 0ontr t6 5.4 on the dial.

10.8.3 Set the over temperature control t6 7.6 on the dial.

10.8.4 Set the powers,,witch to the ON:!
approximately 310 minutes.

10.8.5 Make sure that the saturator waiv'
"Sat Vessel Water" display in th
the saturator oven door and obse.

10.9 Allow the RIh to stabilize by observirngl
readings.
NOTE: The readout for each probe shou
of I minute.

10.10 Check saturator water level every 30 ii
temperature changes to ensure that the
in section 9.2.

iosition and allow the oven to heat up for

ýr is boiling by noting the temperature in the
IIQ Temp" window and by briefly opening

*vin'g that it is boiling.

hq! RI-I probe display(s) before recording

tdlbe stable to -0.2%RH unit over a period

in'utes and between non-condensino vessel
watcr level is at the proper level as required
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1 0. 11 Record calibration data as follows:

10. 11. I Fill out the heading information on !he RH calibration sheet (see
attachment 3)

10.11 I. 1. The date of this calibration and the operator name.

10.11.1.2 RH probe model, serial number.

10.]1.1.3 Approved YMP caibration RH probe IDI. date of calibration.
and calibration due date.

10.11.1.4 NIST traceable piecisi6n thermometer and probe(s) approved
YMP calibration ID#, date of calibration, and calibration due
date.

10.11.2 To determine the RI I target, type the temperature reading from the High
Precision Thermometer into the "In from DP251 A" text entry box in the
"Slider00" window on the left hand side of the program oindow and note
the expected RI I is shown in the "Ca6c RH from DP25 I'" display window
on the left hand side of the program.1
NOTE: This is for reference only and is not the official RH.

10.11.3 At the selected temperature setting record the reading for the High
Precision thermometer, selected prollramn readings and the RI-I probes under
test as indicted on the RH Probe Calibration Sheet.

10.11.4 Three readings shall be recorded for each meter under test, and at least I
minute apart for each temperature setting.
NOTE: At each temperature setting all readings should be taken within 30
minute to ensure that the saturator's Iw'ater level does not drop below the
minimum level.

10.11.5 RH calibration will be done for at least four temperature settings bet%%een
115 and 180'C at least 15'C apart from each other when possible.

10.11.6 Select the next temperature setting as indicted in section 10.6.2 and allow
the system to stabilize for at least one hour.

10.11.7 Check and add water as indicted in section 9.2.

10.11.8 Repeat sections 10.8.5 to 10.11 .4ofthis TIP for each temperature setting.

10.11.9 RH probe acceptance criteria NNoill ber 2.5% of the calculated R 4 1.5%
RH.

10.12 Perform the following steps torerove the probes and to prevent condensation
from forming:

10.12.1 Turn off the saturator oven and pen the door. Add water to the saturator if
the level is below the upper line. fThis will help cool the saturator.

10. 12.2 After the saturator water temperature-has cooled below 60'C, remove theglass stopper from one of the ports.

10.12.3 Turn off the interconnecting tube temperature controllers.

10.12.4 Turn off the Non-condensing vessel oven

- - " -
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10.12.5 After the non-condensing vessel has cooled to below 600C remove the RH
probe(s) and inspect them for any; condensations. If any mnoisture is present
allow it to air dry before storing the probe.
NOTE: Cooling down to below'60°C is a safety requirement. If working
procedure permits the probe can be removed hot with appropriate personal
protection equipment (PPE), such as gloves, face shield and aprons when
handling hot vessels and fluids.!

10.12.6 Disconnect the probes from the power source and place them in storage.

11.0 REDUCTION OF PROBE CALIBRATION DATA (optional: primarily used to determine
error over a range of use)

The response of the measured RH compared to the standard RIt calculated from steam stables
and Q temperature measurements are linear with small drift between the pre and post
experiment calibrations. Percent RI I is calibrated ag'ainst a linear regression of the combined
pre- and post-calibration runs. Uncertainty in P.11 is calculated as the standard deviation of RH
calculated for the pre- and post-calibration runs separately and is typically less than 1.5% RH
units.

11.1 Determine the RI-I at each temperature point using the recorded temperatures (from
the NIST traceable thermometer or the validated R1I1 meter temperature probe) using
the following equation:
%R11=-1.3125 x 10" t' + 1,14489x 10i t'- 0.00402S1 t'+0.71886 t2 - 65.66 c +
2491.8
t=Centigrade Temperature
This equation was derived from the steam. tables (see tables I and 2, and figure 6 iln
attachment 1) in the Handbook of Chemisity and Physics (R. C. Weast (Editor-in-
Chief) CRC landbook of Chemistv3' and Physics (CRC Press, Boca Raton. Florida,
1987-1988), pages B-1 19, 3-130, -13-11, D-1 89, )-190)

11.2 Perform a linear fit of the calculated RH data plotted against the recorded RII from
the RH meter using Microsoft Excel, Excel is a commercial off-the-shelf' software
program that is exempt from qualificationin accordance with LP-SI. I I Q-BSC,
Section 2.1.6.

This information can be used to determine R-H: probe corrections and probe errors.
This optional step can be included with thc 1calibration information or in the
notebook for the experiment where the 'Pr-I orbe will be used.

12.0 FREQUENCY OF CALIBRATION

12.1 Before RH probes are used in a new or mi',idifitd experiment.
12.2 After the experiment or selected set of cxperinments are complete.
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13.0 OUT OF CALIBRATION

13.1 Out of calibration equipment will be handled as specified by LP-12.lQ-BSC
"Control of Measuring and Test Equipmnent".'

13.1.1 If linear regression correlation coefficient is less than 0.90, repeat
temperature and RH calibration procedure. If it is not possible to obtain
R2>0.90, then the RII unit is considered out of calibration and an OCR shall
be initiated.

14.0 RECORDING DATA

14.1 The scientific notebook or supplement, vill be used to store the calibration
documentation including standards measurements, the YMP approved supplier
standards certifications, and measurements as described in sections 8.0 and 10.0.
Scientific notebooks and supplements will' be maintained and reviewed in
accordance with LP-SITI. I1Q-BSC, Scientifie Notebooks.

14.2 Documentation of instrument calibration shall be performed each time instrument
calibration is conducted. Calibration documentation shall be signed and dated by the
person conducting the calibration and shall consist of the following:

14.2.1 The unique identification of the M&TE calibrated

14.2.2 Date calibrated

14.2.3 Calibration data

14.2.4 Procedure (including revision level) used to calibrate the M&TE

14.2.5 Recalibration due date or calibration interval/frequency

14.2.6 Specified range and tolerance and whether M&TEi met those tolerances

14.2.7 Identification of and traceability to the calibration standards used for the
calibration

14.2.6 Results of the calibration and saicment of acceptability

14.2.9 As-found condition ofthe M&TEl as appropriate

14.2.10 Personnel performing calibratj ,ns

14.2.11 Reference to M&TE OCR if gen crated as a result of calibration

14.3 Calibration Stickers r w bd

14.3.1 A calibration sticker from Thun r Scientific will be attached to the
Temp.'RH Probe that contains thi lohowing information:

" The name or initials of the person performing the calibration
* The date (month, day, year) f c alibration

" The due date (month, day, year),tor the next calibration

* The unique identification numiber of the probe
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14.3.2 Upon satisfactory completion of the Temp/RIJ Probe calibration in
accordance with this TIP, attach an M&TE Limited Calibration Sticker to the
probe in a location that does not impair the function or accuracy of the probe.
The M&TE Limited Calibration Sticker shall contain the following
information:

" The name or initials of the person performing the calibration

" The date (month, day, year) of calibration

" Calibrate prior to use

• The unique identification number of the probe

" The range of calibration (the lower end of the range will be based on the
Thunder Scientific calibration [range is typically 200c to 60°C] and the
upper end of the range will be'based on the TIP CM-72 calibration [range
is typically I 15,C to 180oc]).:2

14.3.3 The M&TE Limited Calibration Sticker shall comply with the following
requirements:

The sticker shall be partially or entirely red, orange or yellow,

* The sticker shall be labeled with a header indicating "Limited
Calibration"

15.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE RECORDS

15.1 Lifetime

15.1.1 RH meter humidity and calibration data

15.1.2 The calibration certificates with NIST traceable standards

15.1.3 Out of Calibration Reports (OCR),''

15.2 Non-Permanent

15.2.1 None 1

15.3 Controlled Documents

15.3.1 This Technical Implementing Procedure

15.3.2 Vaisala Operating Manuals (HMP 140, 230 & 240 Series)

15.3.3 DasyLab7 Programming Manual

Acccplihhe ca Ibrarticon b Thundýr Scientific froms 20)°C-660fC.coupled wsith ac'xrptabh caIzati.-.,n ir. a cordane c ith this l11P from I I 5T
to I 80'C i corsidered adequate juitifica:ion for caIibration range of 20C to I mOC. as appropriate
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15.4 Records Processing Center Documents

15.4.1 Records generated as a result of this TIP are entries in scientific notebooks or
attachments to such notebooks. and/or excel spreadsheets of data package
files and are processed to the RPC vith the notebook in accordance with Al'-
17.1 Q "Records Management." OCRM are processed and submitted to the
RPC in accordance with LP-12.1Q-BISC.

16.0 TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

16.1 Calibration- The calibration or verification of calibration arid/or tolerance conducted
by the user prior to using the ilstrument to take measurements.

17.0 ATTACHIMENITS

17.1 Attachment 1 - Figures 1- 6 and Tables I & 2

17.2 Attachment 2 - RI! Meter Temperature Probe Calibration Sheet

17.3 Attachment 3 - RI-i Meter Humidity Calibraiion Sheet

17.4 Attachment 4 - M'&TE Justification Formn

18.0 TRAINING

18.1 No formal training is required for this TIP, However, on the job instruction will be
provided to persornel implementing the TIP until such time that the Principal
Investigator is satisfied with their proficiency.

ii
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Y MO + Ml*x +..M' x+ M9x

MO 2491.8

MI -65,66

M2 ___ 0.71886

M3 -0.0040281

M4 1.1448e-05

M5: -1.3125e-08

R 1

Table I - 5:1 order polynomial for "Teiiperaiure to RH conversion

"Temperature Vapor'QC Pressurel, Relative
mim HIg flurmidity

100I 760.00( 100.00
105 I 906.07. 83.S8
110 17 071.56'1 70.72
115 1267.98' 59.94
120 1489.14 51.04

125 1740..93. 43.65
130 2026.361 37.51 ,
135 2347.261: 32.38
140 i 2710.921 28.03
145 1 3116.761k 24.38 1
150 3570.481ý 21.29
155 407,5.811 18.65
160 4636.00%I 16.39
16 52%]Q1j~ 14.46
170 5940.92ili 12.79
175 166'9408 fS 11.35
180 7520.20111 10.11
185 8413384 !! 9.02
190 9413136I1 8.07 1
195 1 10488&76II! 7.25
200 i 1]1659.1601, 6.527205 129321281 li 5.88

Table 2 - Selected temperatures for the hI-ndbo k of Chemistry and Phvysc.
steam tables R. C. Weast (Editr iiefi ('I1( o Ih.,ntb'm.,
Cthemuisv" anm/ h-I'si'c (CRC Press. 13o,' Raton. Floi ida. 1987-19 88).
pages B-119. B-130, B-131. D- 189, l)1,1(m)
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% RH from rsteam tables

120

y = -0.000000013125x' + 0
1 U

3:

-0

2C

- X " " 0"718860551203x2 
-65"•

100 120 140

.00001 1448160x4 - 0.004028084095x3 .
•59983948058x + 2491.828042303960

0.999995807934

160 180 200

Temper

Figure 6 - Calculation of standard RH rI

iture in °C

Jm steam tables (table 2, in this TIP)
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Bi-Thermal RH Calibration System Temperature Probe Calibration Form

Form ID D ~ "',, Dte,

Hufmcdity Probe SNI O~enmtor' Name

YM? Calibration IDý ra) Date--------------

NIST Tvaceable High Prec;sion Thermometer ID;

YMP Calibrat'or ID: In I;-11 aU.: Cal Duo

Note: Wal: for the NIST Tra::cabie High Precision Thercrieneter and RH rneter temperature readingip to

stabilize before recording readings

Re.-Or-

~~------ -- -- I

-M 1 e r',Mt hP b W-ti "' 1. NlrrapN"H 'I tnT- i1r t, al ,Aw

..-fJ - --.- ~.-l--- -11 -~C!1 ; ,[i r ,!I'W r 111 iI. .

Tit'>: Zj1-1 7,*1 Sirau --
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Si-Thermal RH Calibra~tion System IRH Probe Calibration Form

Fo~mI ~ ~., .Date

Humidity Probe SN :* * Opcrat&'s Name:

YMP Calibration ID. i -- - - - Cal D.1t:[- Cal Due

NIST Traceable High Precision Thermometer ID: i

YMP Calibration ID. Cal Dnte a'u

rt:Ldiings f. li ure: that all poirt, and feed 1hr~wugti, ire SC-Ld ' ad11 LluIJ 11i!, -ii1Uj~urjw witr kne ii i~Kt1%cn (lit
niarksotn the Kide nf'th %csc C (LA the s.atturaEtr :u ni:Ae nurc the hter i,.

5-f A 4R mtr I RH Moter C1- :fý Tot.
me Target AýVu Til mp Ag of 3 11 -rAvgof3 I"Error in

Probe Reading ap

7--

I I r

AClual t~rmpe~aIve stia'ltpb w In in ±7 0C1C of this value, iluiST Tizcabap High 'r~c~s:cc I hemnviel an~d prol:Iý
7 ~cIiiran ce ±:j: 5 cl the c~eijuaied flH +1 5-%Y'ZIA Temperauo rc .r-A ngn iC ll~un eridtl in r.

lIII CIO 'N -0-0 Siqnature: f).1te
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BSC I Measuring and Test Equipment Justification
Cc ,:o Crt','et a 'pIg i I s I(t. 'rIi• tn.

QA: QA
Pa'e 1 o4 1

*1 %I&TE ID Nlo.
Sec S.-dnon ro below for MI&TE ID Numlberi

2. IMTE Type
Vztisal3 Temperawrz.'RlZati ie JIltiridly Projxes

3Ir.,ia!zcr t.12PI
IA UapfIS0005;

5. RuspxTisieta3 M.aa;pr or Frwipzl IqpAi

S. Carroi l

6 Juo. hcat.'1,od
The follo.ing Temp/RH probce are calibrated by Thunder Scier.rifc, a calihrtuion supplier listed on tie OCRWNI Qui.'hied
Suppliers List:
Model Hl-vP 2,13 (SN T46100ZS -030; V03 10002 & -3; X32501 I I - 116 U51 i)14: Y47 ,10001., Y47JU012. Y I 11)0101, Z14200f315
& 06)
Modul HIMP 235 (SN Z1440126 & 127)
Model MIP 233 (SN YI 110102, YI1010tl )
Mlodel HMP 141!46 (SN" T3750263fT1 150003)

Thunder Scientifc is un:.b.e to calibrate the proes greaer- thnn 60 d,-ree; C due to the unavatfabilxt.s ctj NIS7 ,raccablle standard.
CR 5430 identificd tha: the V\ai.a;a Ternp/R-I probes are used tn measure temperature and relative humidity above 6") degrees C.
To accommodat-" the performance ofs cientifc ex'pcrimnentr. abov thc ttemperature. LLNI. hirs designed a test setzp and oercioped I

z calibralion methodolog', to calibrate the Temp/RBi prdb's from 100 to 190 :lety'mes C.

The equipment and calibration methodology is dcscrihcd in YMP '' I1' '"1-:
Calibratten System. Specifically. Ser:tion 4.0, Concept of the Bi-0'iii.- . "
Calibration Proces, prrovide the scientilic and technical basi.s for ;JI 7 "1

noThe calibration etalhitology dperibed in the TIP ia considfrc a . i .' . i. ,- ":r it .,, d:.:, :- .Snot invatida:.e the calibreiion performed by Tlhunder .Scierntificfe , o', I..., i-.. *.> i".

:'ý': U I

RsspzitteMaria~Žrc Priiic'r'atnvist:eacr: Susan A. Ca~rz r: Ota _)j

LP-12 10-00SC PCti Oi1~ R~Z;4?
FORN *40 ý-'21 -1 iRoV ^ý2:13-:r.,CCS:



Appendix 12: Letter from Jane Long, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory,
Associate Director, to Donald Beckman,! Licensing and Nuclear Safety, BSC
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University of California a
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Energy and Environment Directorate

January 20, 2006

E&E06-045

Donald Beckman
Licensing and Nuclear Safety
Bechtel SAIC Co., LLC
1180 Town Center Drive
Las Vegas, NV 89144

Subject: Relative Humidity Probes

Dear Mr. Beckman:

This letter is to inform you that the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory Yucca
Mountain Program will not utilize Vaisala Relative Humidity probes in any Yucca
Mountain related experiments until calibration issues raised by the NRC (OAR-05-05)
are responded to and resolved.

Some calibration activities may be conducted associated with completed experiments.
However probes are not used in any of our current ongoing experiments, nor will they
be used in any future experiments until we have a resolution of this issue. The probes
will be controlled in accordance with the requirements of LP-12.1Q-BSC, Control of
Measuring and Test Equipment.

Sinfrcly,

Jane C. S. LonPh.D.
Laboratory Associate DirectorI Ii for
Energy and Environment Directorate
Telephone: (925) 422-0315

JCSL:clc

Copy to:
Dave McCallen LLNL

FRecycle
An Equal Opportu•ty Emptoyer Uenly af Catfomia - PO. Gow 86 MLenn•oNW, CA 94551-990 * Teephon&e (92) 422-1 t10 * •Itpw M ,wAn/gov
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